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(ABSTRACT)

This dissertation summarizes the research performed towards the development,

analysis, and testing of two new sample conligurations used for characterizing dielectric

materials over a wide band of frequencies. In the two configurations, a cylindrical cavity

completely lilled with a sample of the dielectric material of interest is used. The two

conligurations are the following:

l. The cylindrical cavity is adapted to the end of a transmission line and the refiection

coeflicient is measured. The complex permittivity of the dielectric sample is then

derived from the measured rellection coeiiicient information.

2. The cylindrical cavity is placed between two transmission lines. The complex

permittivity of the dielectric material can be computed from either the measured re-

flection coefficient or the measured transmission coeflicient.

The full field analysis of these configurations is carried out and the solution is ob-

tained using the method of moments. Computer simulation experiments are performed

to test the sensitivity of these techniques and predict their performance. Actual exper-

iments on some dielectric materials with known dielectric properties are performed for



verification. The first configuration is also used to characterize two thick film dielectric

materials.

These configurations proved to provide solutions to the many problems with the

conventional configurations found in the literature.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

A dielectric material is characterized by measuring its relative complex permittivity,

s*,(jw) , which is a function of frequency, over the frequency band of interest. The basic

concept used in dielectric characterization is to place a sample of the dielectric material

in some convenient electrical component structure and measure the impedance of this

structure. By properly selecting this structure, accurate and convenient relations be-

tween the structure impedance and the material properties can be established.

At low frequencies (kHz · MHZ), the typical structure used for dielectric character-
i

ization is the parallel plate capacitor, where the dielectric is to lill the space between two

parallel conducting plates. The relationship between the capacitor impedance, Z(jw),

and the complex relative permittivity, c*,(jw), of the dielectric is given by:

1w¤„¤„(1w)

where t, , A, , 6:, denote the dielectric thickness, the capacitor area and the permittivity

of free space, respectively.

For higher frequencies reaching into the microwave region, transmission lines and

cavity structures are more appropriate to use for the dielectric characterization problem.

Typical approaches at high frequencies as found in the literature include measuring the

reflections of a dielectric lilled section of a transmission line or the resonance and/or

quality factor of a cavity containing a sample of the dielectric. The measurements may
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be performed in either the time domain or the frequency domain. Relationships between

the measurcd quantities and the material's dielectric constant need to be known to ena-

ble the computation ofs*,(jw) .

In this research, a cylindrical dielectric filled cavity to be used for dielectric charac-

terization over a wide range of frequencies is developed. The abbreviation WDFC

(Wideband Dielectric Filled Cavity) will be used to refer to this structure. This structure
i

proved to provide solutions to the many problems with the conventional configurations

found in the literature. Two configurations are investigated:

l. The WDFC is adapted to the end of a transmission line and the reflection coefli-

cient, S,,(jw), is measurcd. The complex permittivity is then derived from the

measurcd reflection coeflicient information.

2. The WDFC is placed between two transmission lines. This arrangement enables

the measurement of the reflection coeflicient, S„(jw) as well as the transmission co-

efficient, S,,(jw) . ldeally, the availability of both S,,(jw) and S„(/w) should enable

the computation of the relative complex permeability, ;i*,, in addition to the

permittivity. However, this was difiicult to achieve because of the insensitivity of

the reflection and transmission coeflicients to variations in the permeability, as will

be discussed in Chapter 4. Therefore, it was assumed that dielectric materials are

nonmagnetic, i.e. p*, = l.
l

4

The full field analysis of these configurations is carried out and the solution is ob-

tained using the method of moments. Furthermore, the results of computer simulation

experiments and actual experiments performed on some dielectric materials are also

presented.
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The next chapter, Chapter 2, summarizes the time domain and frequency domain

dielectric characterization techniques investigated in the literature over the frequency

range 50 MHz - I5 GHz. In Chapter 3, the concept of the configuration adapting the

I WDFC to the end of a transmission line is introduced and a field analysis establishing

the relationship between e*,(jw) and the reflection coefficient, S„(jw), is detailed. The

results of computer simulation experiments performed to test the sensitivity of the tech—

nique to various parameters of the WDFC and to predict its performance are also pre-

sented. In addition, the experimental setup, verification experiments, and results of „

experiments on two thick film dielectric materials, DuPont 5704 and DuPont PCM

dielectric, are presented. Chapter 4 presents the concept and field analysis of the ar—

rangement placing the WDFC between two transmission lines. The results of computer

simulation experiments, performed for the same purposes stated earlier, are presented.

Moreover, the results of actual experiments performed on known dielectric materials are

provided for verification. ~Finally, Chapter 5 provides a summary of this work as well

as a discussion of the results.
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} Chapter 2

LITERA TURE SUR VEY OF

DIELECTRIC CHARACTERIZA TION IN THE

FREQUENCY RANGE (50 MHz - I5 GHz)

The following two subsections present a brief summary of the time domain and

frequency domain measurement techniques investigated in the literature. This survey is

mainly concerned with the use of transmission line techniques in measuring dielectric

material properties in the frequency range 50 MHz to 15 GHz.

2.1 Time Domain Techniques:

Since about 1969 time domain methods (or sometimes referred to as transient 4

methods) have been introduced in dielectric spectroscopy at high frequencies. These

methods are based on the use of the Time Domain Spectroscopy, TDS, techniques in

characterizing a discontinuity caused by a dielectric sample located in a transmission line

environment. The concept of a TDS system is to propagate a train of suitably generated

wideband pulses with a fairly fast transition (transition duration can be as fast as 30 ps

in available TDS systems) in a reference line and observe the reflected and/or transmitted

waveforms. The waveforms in the line are to be measured using a sampling oscilloscope

interfaced to a data acquisition system. Using adequate signal processing involving the

Fourier transformation, the complex permittivity of the dielectric sample located in the
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line may be determined over a wide range of frequencies ( ~ 100 KHz · ~ 10 GHz).

As demonstrated in figure 2.1, a dielectric sample is either inserted in or attached to the

end of the line. The resultant voltage waveform v(z) at the front surface of the sample

is the sum of the incident pulse v,,(:) and the ensuing reflections v,(r) , v(r) = v„(z) + v,(z) ,

q with a transmitted signal v,(z) behind the sample. The relation between v,(1) and v,(t) to

v(t) is then dictated by the response characteristics of the sample, propagation in the

sample and boundary conditions.

v,(t)

Figure 2.1: Dielectric sample located in a transrnission line.

The following is a summary of the TDS techniques investigated in the literature as

ofJuly 1987. This summary is classified according to sample configuration used. It is

assumed that the material of interest is linear, nonmagnetic ( p,* = l ) and has no free

charges ( 6 = 0 ) unless otherwise stated. The following configurations are considered:

1. Sample inserted in a matched coaxial line.

•
Direct reflection method.

• Transmission methods.
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• Total reflection methods.

• Combined total reflection · transmission methods.

T • Combined transmission coeflicient ratio and direct TDR method. —

2. Sample placed at the end of a coaxial line.

• The sample is backed by a short circuit.

•
The sample is terminated with an open circuit.

3. Lumped capacitance method.

4. Other methods. n
• Sample located at the end of a coaxial line line which opens into a circular

waveguide.

• Difference methods.

•

·
Using a dipole probe.

2.1.1 Sample Iaserted in a Matched Coaxial Line :

The sample is placed in a coaxial line which is terminated by its characteristic

impedance. This configuration has been investigated extensively. The methods of

analysis are summarized as follows:
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(1) Direct Reflection Method:

For this method, only the reflection of the incident voltage step against the first air-

dielectric interface is taken into account, figure 2.2. Therefore, the reflected time domain

decay has to be virtually complete before reflections from the end of the sample reach

the sampler. Theoretically, this means that the length of the sample should be infmite.

Pulse Generator Sampkr

Oscilloscope

Figure 2.2: Direct reflection method.

Fellner-Feldegg [I] was the first to investigate this case for Debye dielectrics where

the complex permittivity can be modeled in the form

• _ ar, ' 8r„
2 I¢r(/w)—¤r,,+T$;'• (·)

::,0, a,°° are the static and high frequency relative permittivities and r is the relaxation

time. The reflection coefficient p(jw) is related to c,*(jw) as follows [2]:
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. 1 — ~/»=Iu«»> _ rm
p(/CU) = ..;.·*.;'· — (2.2)

1 + ./8,(;w) 0

or,

• . 1 " P(/w) 2
= ——-i . 2.3

Equation (2.3) can be used to evaluate the complex permittivity. The major drawback

of the direct refiection method lies in the imprecision in time reference determination [3].

This is particularly serious for materials having relaxation frequencies in the microwave

region. Therefore, the high frequency limit of this method hardly exceeds 3 GI-lz [2].

Also, very long samples may be required to obtain sufficiently low frequencies [20].

(2) Transmission Methods:

The experimental set-up for this method is shown in figure 2.3 where the sample is

placed between the pulse generator and the sampler.

Pulse Generator I d I Sampler

Z. — —_
Z,—

Oscilloscope

Figure 2.3: Transmission methods.
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The transmission coefficient T(jw) is given by [20]

mw) = = (l · P2) :XP{ · (/wd/¢)(¤!—;·‘°l)) (14)
" 1-P ¤><p{ — (2Jwd/c)~Ä-l

where the reflection coeflicient p is given by (2), d is the sample length, and c is the speed

of light. The evaluation of 6,* from (2.4) can be done by numerical methods.

This method has not been used extensively; the principal reason is that proper time refl

erencing to establish a common zero of time for the two signals, incident and transmit-

ted, is hard to establish with sufficient accuracy unless further circuitry or other means

are introduced to provide some sort of time reference marker. Gestblom and Noreland

[5] described a method for determining 6,*(iw) using the linear dependence of the atten-
V

uation coefficient a(jw) = Re[jwd(„/$@5 — l)/c} and the phase coefficient

ß(iw) = (mf./wd(«/ET — 1)/¤} -
The use of only the first signal before arrival of intemal reflections in the sample

(Direct Transmission) can also be useful. ln this case, the transmission coeflicient

T(jw) simplifies to

7(iw) = -—————— ¤><1¤{ —J(wd/¤)«/Xt/w)} - (25)
L1 + J2

Again, numerical methods are needed to evaluate 6,* . This also has not been investi-

gated in the literature in detail.

To reduce the effect of time referencing problems involved in the mentioned trans-

mission methods, a technique called Transmission Coeflicicnt Ratio (TCR) was intro-
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duced [3]. Two samples of different lengths d,, d, are used. The ratio of their

transmission coeflicient is evaluated as

T • _+—- = ¢><p{1[w(di - dz)/CN ¤„(1w) } - (2-6)
T2(/6**)

Expressing the ratio 7]/7} in terms of its amplitude, B(jw), and its phase, ¤ß(jw) , s,*(jw)

can be solved in a closed form. The result is [2]

_
2

=„(/w) = —7—£t·[W2(iw) — (!¤B(/w))2 + 2J~ß(iw)!¤B(iw)] (2-7)
w ([1 ‘ I2)

where

T (fw) . . .= B(/w) ¢XpD·!#(/w)] - (2-8)
T2(/(9)

The TCR method has the advantage that it produces very large phase shifts

(500° - l000°)‘ and therefore it is much less sensitive to timing errors. However, it has

the disadvantage that it has a small bandwidth (less than 2 GHz).

(3) Total Reflection Methods:

In these methods, all reflections from the dielectric sample (figure 2.2) are taken into

account. The reflection coefficient R(jw) is given by

. V„(iw) . 1 - <=><p{ — (2d/¢)iw«/ ¤;(iw) }
Row) = = .

1 — p (iw)¢X1>{ —(2d/¤)iw«/¤„(/w) }

l When the phase is made continuous.
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The term s,*(jw) can be evaluated exactly from (2.9) by using numerical methods.

_ However, dealing with approximate analytical solutions is necessary for the following

l reasons [9]:

l. To determine the feasibility of a direct time-domain interpretation of the step re-

sponse in terms of the dielectric response functions.

2. To develop simple analytical solutions, convenient for producing accurate starting

values for the iterative procedure. These solutions become a necessity when the

experimental Fourier Spectrum is noisy, and/or when conductivity processes are in-

volved. Then convergence is bad and the procedure may easily iterate to a wrong

solution.

3. To develop simple solutions accurate enough to replace the numerical procedure.

This is especially advantageous for a rapid analysis of experiments, e.g. by means

of a small computer.

The approximate solutions may be obtained by the following three different approaches:
‘ (i) Taylor series expansion of the exponentials in (2.9) and truncation of the series.

This has been introduced by Fellner-Feldegg [6] where they used the first term of the

series only and obtained

. . I • .R0w)%1(%·)[d— ¤„(1w)]- (2-10)

This has been called the thin cell method. Gemert [7] presented a rigorous mathematical

analysis for the thin cell method. He derived restrictions on the thickness of the sample

for three common permittivity relations: Debye, Cole·Cole and Davidson-Cole relations.

He also showed using the thin cell relation for Debye materials that the relaxation time
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found experimentally is always larger than the actual time constant : . Springett and

Bose [8] derived the theoretical time response for the pulse rellected from a thin dielectric

sample which is assumed to have a distribution of relaxation times, taking into account

the fmite rise time of the applied pulse. The thin cell formula is valid in the limit

d —» 0. Therefore, it is inadequate for many experimental circumstances. Better results

are obtained by Cole [11], [20] where he considered the input admittance of the dielectric

section as a four-terminal network terminated by the charactcristic impedance of the
l

line. His result

s;(jw) — 1 = cot[x(jw)] + (2.11)

where x(iw) = md,/Ew/c . Although (2.11) is transcendental, 6,* can be evaluated

simply for wd|6,*|‘/°/c< 1. The simplicity in evaluation arises from the fact that the

complicating factor x cotx has the limiting value unity for x < < 1 and the series expan-

sion

xc¤1x= 1 (2.12)

is valid for |x| < 7I and rapidly convergent for lx] < 1. As a result (2.11) can be solved

rapidly by iteration [11]. An upper frequency limit on the usefulness of this method is

dictated by (2.11) and (2.12). The term x cot x has a zero at x = cod./?/c = 1:/2, corre-

sponding to a sample one-quarter wavelength long and x cot x changing rapidly near this

point, making calculated values of 6,* extremely sensitive to small errors in the evalu-

ation of V,(iw)/[fw V,(jw)]. instead of a Taylor series expansion of R(jw), Claasen and

Gemert [9] obtained a new approximation by the expansion of l/R(jw) . Their result is
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1 — ' ;——.
RUCU) [8,] (2.13)

1 +J(·?)[1 + 8-] + jl/(*1;:)] 8,

This result applies only when w < nc/(d./|6,*| ).

(ii) Modelling of the transmission line structure by the means of lumped elements

and solving 6,* from the network equations. Gemert [12] used this approach and ob-

tained the following approximation:

S

•
d S

d
l —

6,R(;w>e1(L>—————g‘#——— (2.1412° 1 J] +(ghz2c
' 2c 2c '

Equation (2.14) is valid for d < < 1/./|6,*| . For small values of wl/2c, (2.14) reduces to

. . .1 1 — ¤°R1/w) %’J(*(§E·)·"'—(f7 (2- 15)
1 +_;é[l + 6,]

_ 2c

and

. wd . ' ._ 1(—j;-)[1 — R0w)] — R(1w)
8, E . (2.16)

J(T)|Ä1 + R(iw)]

Gemert reported good results in the frequency range 100 KHz to 2 GHz in most cir-

cumstances. However, the results are as not as reliable as those reported by Cole,

equation (2.11), or those obtained using (2.13). Also, an important disadvantage is that

the reflection coeflicient does not tend to zero as 6,* —» 1 . Other lumped element models

were proposed by Claasen and Gemert [9]. These are the T ladder or the 7T ladder models

shown in figure 2.4. Although the formulas derived do not have the disadvantage of the _
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previous model, R(jco) tends to zero as 6:,* —» 1 , the results obtained are less accurate

than those obtained using (2.12).

(iii) Evaluation of the dielectric response by real time analysis. This method was

introduced by Cole [10] where he evaluatcd the dielectric response function from the time

integral and self convolution of the rellections, taking into account the finite amplitude

of the reflection in a second-order approximation and the tinite rise time of the incident

pulse. This analysis was extended by Chahine and Bose [13] by considering third-order

approximation. However, the resulting formulas involve multiple convolutions and time

derivatives which are unattractive for numerical calculations. Therefore, working with

frequency domain formulas such as equation (2.11) is more useful. Later, Chahine and

Bose [27] compared this method with the frequency-domain analysis and they discussed

the lirnitations of each.

z, Ld/2 1.4/2 _

( %C¢'=* z-z,/hu
' ' (2C )°

(a) T · ladder model

Z. Ld

Z!Cd . Cd 2-*-**
1-18 Q

2(b) x ladder model

Figure 2.4: Lumped element models.
’
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(4) Combined Total Rel'lection—Transmission Methods:

In 1970, Nicolson and Ross [I5] introduced a new method to measure simultaneously

the relative complex permeability p,*(jw) and the relative complex permittivity s,*(jw) .

Their method is based upon the measurement of the totally reflected voltage waveform

and of the totally transmitted voltage waveform of a sample of material inserted in a

coaxial line. The scattering coetlicients S,,(jw) and S,,(jw) can be obtained from the

Fourier analysis of the rellected, transrnitted, and reference waveforms. For
11,* aß 1, S,,(/w) and S2,(jw) are given by

. . 1- 1$,,0111) -po«»>——T———l’*-+—.- 12.171
1 — p (fw) ¤><p{ — (2d/¤)/w«/8,11, }

S . 2[I — P
1 — p U19) =1<p{ — (2d/¢l/w«/ @,11, }where ·

’ . _ #Ä(iw) — 5(iw)
p(;w) -

—-%——?- (2.19)
u,(/w) + ¢r(i<¤)

Nicolson and Ross derived closed form solutions for 1:,* and /1,* from equations (2.17)

and (2.18). Their result is:

p; = y/Cxcz (2.20)

6: = ,/6,/62 , (2.2l)

where

_u:_ 1+p(iw):V 222c,—c:—[,_pUw) (·)
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c, =1-Zei = — [<¤/mo 1¤<z"<1«-»>>]2 (2-23)

and z is the transmission coefficient given by

z(iw) = ¤x1¤( —J(wd/¤)«/ 51-Ä } - (2-24)

The quantities z(jw) and p(jw) can be evaluated from S,,(jw) and S,,(jw) [15]. They ap-

plied this method on a sample of teflon and obtained good results in the frequency range

0.4-9.6 GHz. In 1974, Cronson, et al, [16] described a method to cxtend the upper fre-

quency limit obtained by Nicolson and Ross up to 16 GHz. The main feature of their

method is the use of a 400-ps wide pulse waveform that furnishes the necessary spectral

amplitude in the 9-16 GHz frequency band. The waveform was generated by differen-

tiating the fast step produced by a step-recovery diode (SRD) using a series capacitor in

a transmission line as a simple high pass filter. Stuchly and Matuszewski [17] used the

same principle of Nicolson and Ross assuming the material is nonmagnetic. The result

is

. 1 — s · 2 — $2 ·
[1+ $110w)] · S21(/w)

They also gave an empirical formula for the normalized sample length I/,1 which gives -

minimum experimental uncertainty:

a' 1— = -:1- (2.26)4 4I·=,I"2

which they claim is satisfactory for the majority of practical applications.
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(5) Combined TCR and direct TDR Method:

· Since the direct TDR method has a large bandwidth but is very sensitive to timing

errors, and the TCR has a small bandwidth but very insensitive to timing errors, com-

bining both methods should yield optimum results. This method was first described in

[3] where the permittivity of H,0 at 5°C was evaluated. Good results were obtained up

to 15 GHz. Later, Suggett [18] used this method which permitted time referencing to

better than 0.08 ps. He used the TCR method to obtain smooth 6,* data in the fre-

quency range 100 MHz·2 GHz which are extremely reliable. The coefficient p(jw) was

evaluated for this data and then superimposed upon the p(jw) data determined exper-

imentally by direct TDR method. Then 6,* is evaluated from the final p(jw) data.

2.1.2 Sample Placed at the End ofa Coaxial Line:

In this case, the sample is placed at the end of the line backed by either a short or

an open circuit termination. The following discusses both arrangements.

(1) The sample is backed by a short circuit:

Several authors [2], [14], [19], [20] have investigated this arrangement. lt is concluded

that useful results can be obtained only over a band of frequencies with a lower limit.

This is apparent from the expression obtained by Cole [20]

S ° 2‘
V '

1 = 1 x (2.27)I 1—1w[$(1w)/21w V„(1w)]

where S(iw) is the Fourier transform of S(t) which is the difference between the

waveforms reflected of a short circuit placed once in front of the sample and once behind

the sample, and x = cod,/6,* /c . Thus, 6:,* appears only in the function x cot x and at low
L
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frequencies the expression becomes independent of 6,* since x cotx z 1 . Bottreau, et

al, [19] proposed a method where two samples are needed, one twice as long as the other,

both terminated with a short circuit. Still, their method suffered from the low frequency

limit. Using the measurements obtained from the two samples the complex permittivity

is evaluated without the need for iteration or approximation. They reported results of

6,* of some alcohols in the frequency range 60 MHZ-3 GHz.

(2) The sample is terminated with an open circuit:

Cole [1 1], [14], [20] investigated this case. The expression he obtained is

6:(jw) = cot x (2.28)

where P(jw) = K,(jw) + V,(jw) . Let's compare this equation (2.28) with (2.11), the case

where the sample is inserted in a matched line. The open circuit results in a larger re-

sponse for a given sample length, by a factor of 4 at low frequencies. However, both

solutions share the same problem of becoming impractical for |x| near 1:/2 as discussed

before. Since an ideal open circuit is impossible to realize exactly, corrections for linite

stray capacitance at the end of the line has to be made as discussed in [14]. Another

disadvantage is that for materials with high permittivities (~ 80) the maximum length

of the sample at high frequencies (above 1 GHZ) must be very small (1-2 mm) for satis-

factory results. Despite this, Cole concludes that this case, sample termination with an

open circuit, yields better results than both the short circuit termination and the case of

a sample inserted in a matched line.
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2.1.3 Lumped Capacitance Method:

In this arrangement, a small shunt capacitor terrninating a coaxial line is used as a

sample holder as shown in figure 2.5. This method was proposed by Iskander and

Stuchly [21]. The reflection coeflicient is approximately

_ _ 1 - · c z
‘

p<1w1 = Ißlé
"’l

+_}wC,,Z,,1:,

where C, is the shunt capacitance of the empty sample holder. The complex permittivity

can be calculated from (2.29) in closed form [21]. The result is

2 ' 0 (2.30)
wC„Z,,(IpI + 2Ipl cos 0 +1)

and

„ . 1 -1 1*
2|p| cos 0 +1)

ZD

e° .

Figure 2.5: Lumped capacitance method.

Stuchly, et al, [22] applied this method on some alcohols and they reported good results

in the frequency range 0.1-10 GHZ. Further analysis was carried out in [23]. Later,

Iskander and Stuchly [30] provided theoretical analysis for the fringing field effect in this

method. As a result a term C,] C, , where C, is the fringing field capacitance, should be
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subtracted from the right·hand side of equation (2.30) while equation (2.31) remains

unchanged assuming that the introduction of the test dielectric to the sample holder (the

capacitor) causes only small variations in the fringe field capacitance [31]. C, and C, are

given by [3l]

rzaz
Co

=C,=2ac, (2.33)

provided that J. > > b - a and d < < b — a where ,1 is the wavelcngth, e, is the

permittivity of free space, d is the sample thickness, and a and b are the inner and outer

radius of the line respectively. Parisien and Stuchly [28] described a system which uses

a microcomputer to control the experimental procedure as well as perform data proc-

essing and output. They did not take into account the fringing field effect.

2.1.4 Other Methods:

(1) Sample located at the end of a coaxial line which opens into a circular waveguide:

This configuration is shown in figure 2.6.

Cut•off“ waveguide

Figure 2.6: Sample terminating a coaxial line which opens into a circular waveguide.
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The waveguide is operating below cut·oflI Stuchly, et al, [24] used this arrangement to

provide theoretical analysis, uncertainty evaluation, and experimental results for plant

leaves. The expression they derived is

• . ,1 [ · Pc (;w)=—{—7-———- Z C } 2.34
' 21rd/,1 (21zd/l)(1 —p) +_1(l +p)

w
°

T ( )

where C, is the fringe field capacitance and d is the sample thickness. C, can be calcu-

lated as described in [32] or evaluated experimentally. Good results were obtained for

plant leaves [24] in the frequency range ~ 100 MHz·8 GHz.

(2) Difference method:

This method is used for measurements of small differences between an unknown ma-

terial and a reference material to get more accurate results than if they were analyzed

separately. Cole [25] proposed the method for the permittivity measurements of liquids.

The expression he derived is: ·

. l cod 2
R _ R l+1w(d¤.„/CL) -;+-7) 8;

5; · 8; = (235)
° S {1 —jw(d¤,/¢/})(ü·jI§;··)} ·

where V,, R,, R, are the Fourier transform of the incident pulse, signal reflected from the

reference sample, and signal reflected from the unknown sample, respectively. The terms

_/Q and _/Q are the respective values of xcozhx for the unknown and reference samples. He

' obtained satisfactoiy results for dilute solutions with small dispersion (small relaxation

processes) in the frequency range l MHz to several GHz. Chahine and Bose [26] applied

this method to water/oil emulsions
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(3) Using a Dipole Probe :

· Recently, Bose et al [29] developed (qualitatively) and tested a new method to allow

permittivity measurements of biological substances in vitro or in vivo . The configuration

used is shown in figure 2.7. They used the formulas of the total rcllection configuration

with open termination discussed earlier. They tested their method on beef muscle and

fat and they obtained good results up to about 2 GHZ.

l I
I I

[ I
Z; I Z. I

Long two wire conductor I
-—-—-. I

Dipole probe

Figure 2.7: Dipole probe arrangement.

2.2 Frequency Domain Transmission Line Techniques:

Time domain techniques offer broad bandwidth at the cost of resolution. Also, the

accuracy of the resultstreduces rapidly for frequencies above l0 GHZ because of the in-

sufiicient spectral amplitude of the pulse generated by tunnel diodes beyond that fre-

quency. Therefore, for more accurate measurements one still turns to the frequency

domain, particularly for low loss materials. The following is a summary of the tech-

niques investigated in the literature:
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2.2.1 Methods Involving The Measurement of Voltage Standing Wave in a Line

Terminated by a Section Filled with Dielectric:

The general configuration is shown in figure (2.8). The dielectric under test is con-

tained in a section of a line or a waveguide terminated with an impedance. A signal

generated by an oscillator at the frequency ofmeasurement passes to the dielectric filled

section via a slotted line from which a signal proportional to the electric field is obtained

by a probe passing through a slot in the outer conductor. Thus, the voltage standing

wave ratio (S) can be measured.

_Slotted line g,. d
_„,|,

Ü?é
| I• •

Figure 2.8: Methods involving the measurement of VSWR.

The following cases are considered:

(1) The Dielctric Filled Section is Terminated with a Short Circuit:

One of the most commonly used techniques is that of Roberts and Van Hippel [40]

where they terminated the dielectric filled section with a short circuit. The expression

they obtained is

ranhmdy _ (S —Jta¤(2¤x/4))
(2 36)

yad
—

j(2rcd/).g)(l —jS tan(21rx/,18))
l
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I
where 7, is the propagation coefiicient in the dielectric lilled section, xl, is the wavelength

in the air tilled waveguide, x is the distance of the voltage minimum from the air-

dielectric interface, d is the length of the dielectric lilled section and, S is the voltage

standing wave ratio, VSWR. The values on the right hand side of equation (2.36) are

measured; hence 7, can be evaluated using the charts prepared by Von Hippel [33]. The

term 7, can be written as 7, = oz, +jß, where ez, is the attenuation coeflicient and ß, is the

phase change coellicient in the dielectric lilled section. Assuming loss free line, c', and ·
c,”

are given by

¤' (2.67)F 21: d Ä

„ _ lo 28, -(Z·) 2¤4ß4 (2-38)

where ,1, is the wavelength of free space propagation. Williams [41] described an exper-

imental procedure for liquids in the frequency range 250-920 MHz using the method of

Roberts and Hippel with a coaxial line instead of a waveguide. Dakin and Works [42]

simplilied the expression in (2.36) assuming a,d and S are small. The exprcssions they

obtained may be used for loss angles less than 0.1. Their result is

ga¤h(ßdd) tan(21rx/lg)
(2.39)

ßdd 21rd

and
i

(ß,a)“1g $[1 + ¤a¤*(2„x;1,)]
M [11..111 + ¤-¤ <ß.«o> — ¤¤¤<ß,.d>1

Corfield, et al, [43] have simplified the above expressions further by using a coaxial line

with an adjustable short-circuiting piston, the dielectric liquid being supported on a thin
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insulating membrane. Using this arrangement, measurements were taken for dielectric

sample lengths which are integral multiples of ,1,/2 ( Al, is the wavelength in the dielectric

filled section). If the sample length is ml,/2 , then c', and tan 6 are given by

. , ,1¤ „= @4-)* (241)

and

um 6 -
Ax- . (2.42)
d

where 1 is the wavelength in the air filled line and Ax is the distance between the points

on either side of a voltage minimum where the voltage is
«/2-] V,„,„| ( then S is given by

1zAx/,1 ). Bennett and Calderwood [44] have introduced a method of computation to al-

low the experimental procedure ( coaxial line with the short circuiting piston) to be used

with liquids having higher values of tan 6 . The expression they obtained is

1% = ¢¤¤hU2¤{¤'„(d/1)2—J¤,"(d/1)2}"2] (2 43)

d=«whereZ,„ is the impedance at liquid-air interface (which is purely resistive for

d = ml,/2). They provided charts from which e', and c," may be determined. Brydon and

Hepplestone [45] described a modification of the short-circuit method (method of

Roberts and Von Hippel) to enable it to be used with ceramics at high temperature.

They used a cylindrical waveguide with a l cm long circular specimen. They measured

the permittivity at 9375 MHz over a temperature range 20° - 700°c .

Clarricoats [46] has developed methods of measurement where the dielectric sample

does not till the whole cross section of the waveguide. The sample is in the form of a

slab which is mounted in a rectangular waveguide either on the waveguide axis or in
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contact with the side wall. The slab contacts a fixed short circuit plate. The advantage

of his method is that the slab need not have a specific length. Also, the thickness can

lie within quite a wide range. Correction is made to take account of the difference be-

tween the slab height and that of the waveguide. The method has the disadvantage that

s," cannot be determined with high accuracy when the dielectric has a very low loss

tangent. Also, the frequency ofmeasurement depends on the width of the waveguide.

(2) Variable Length Methods:

Fatuzzo and Mason [47] described a method in which the length of the dielectric

sample is varied. The position of the standing wave minima is recorded as the length

of the sample is increased. Loon and Finsey [48] described a method for the permittivity

measurement of liquids in the frequency range 5-l50 GHZ. Their methodis based on

obtaining a large number of data points, each point corresponds to a measurement of

the power reflected from a variable length dielectric cell. The length of the cell is varied

by a short-circuit plunger. Then, by fitting an analytical curve to the data points using

a least squares criterion, the wave propagation constant is determined which yields the

value of the complex permittivity.

2.2.2 Sample inserted in a Coaxial Line or a Waveguide:

Weir [49] used a computer controlled network analyzer to measure the permittivity

and the permeability of a dielectric sample inserted in a waveguide. From the measured

reflection ( 8,,) and transmission (8,,) coefficients, 6:,* and p,* may be computed. The

reflection coefficient at the air-dielectric interface (p) may be found from 8,, and 8,, as

p = 6
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where
l S11 ' S21 +1

C = -7--7 . (2.452511 )

The propagation factor P =
e*t¤'·‘

can, in tum, be found from 8,,, 8,, and p as

$11 + S21 ‘ PP =--7 . 2.461* (S11 + S21)P ( )
Then, the complex perrnittivity and complex perrneability can be determined from P and

p; defining A such that

1 - M-; -- ; ; 2
A A, ( Ä; Ä;) {Zn! 1¤(P)) (2-47)

where J., is the cutoff wavelength of the guide ( A, = oo for TEM transmission lines), and

Re(-k) =%. Then

• 1 + PPr =7777 (2-48)
^(1 — P) /7 *· *7

AO AC

and s,* may then be determined from (2.47). Phase ambiguity is involved in (2.47) be-

cause the logarithm of P (complex quantity) is equal to the angle of the complex value

plus 2nn, where n is equal to the integer of (d/,1,) . A method is described to resolve the

ambiguity. He applied this method on tellon and absorber, Emerson and Cuming

Eccosorb SF-5.5.
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2.2.3 Using an 0pen·Endcd Coaxial Line:

Stuchly, et al, [50], [51] analyzed this arrangement (figure 2.9a). It is assumed that -

the sample simulates a slab which is infinite in size. They used a computer-controlled

network analyzer to measure the reflection coefficient at frequencics from 10 MHZ to l

GHZ. They modeled the configuration by an equivalent circuit (figure 2.9b) which con-

sists of two elements, a lossy capacitor C(s,*) = C,c,* (where C, is the capacitance when

the line is in air) and a capacitor C, which accounts for fiinging field. The expression

they obtained is

. 1 — s Cs, = +—-ll-—-L . (2.49)
JWZOCOÜ + S11) Co

The capacitances C, and C, are determined experimentally. They used this method for

the permittivity measurement ofbiological tissues. The importance of this method stems

from the ability of' using it to carry out the measurements in vivo.

Z C(8°)
I

C,
ZI

(a) gguüzmüon (b) Equivalent circuit _

Figure 2.9: A coaxial line terminated by an infinite dielectric slab and its equivalent cir-

cuit.
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2.2.4 Other Methods:

Buchanan and Grant [52] described an apparatus, figure 2.10, that can be used for

permittivity measurement of liquids.

Probe

Y Short circuit

OscillatorFigure

2.10: Buchanan and Grant arrangement.

A short circuited coaxial line filled with the dielectric is used. A probe is attached to the

center conductor to measure the voltage. They used a bridge circuit (figure 2.11) to

measure the phase.

ß Probe

55AA

Figure 2.11: Bridge circuit used to measure phase changes.
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Ifmeasurement of the voltage is made at distances d and 2d from the short circuit, then

oz, and ß, are given by

rz rz 2 2 2 1 2cos 2a„d=
T+ {(1 — T) + r sin 0} / (2.50)

and

rz rz 2 2 - 2 1/2cos 2ß,,d=T-{(1 +7) +r sm 8} (2.51)

where r is the ratio of the magnitudes of the induced voltages and 0 is the phase differ-

ence. Then 1:,* may be calculated from oz, and ß, as in (2.37) and (2.38). More recently,

' Lighthart [53] described an experimental set-up where he used a single moded cylindrical

waveguide lilled with dielectric and terrninated with either a load or a moving short.

This enables the comparison between transmission·reflection and short-circuited line

methods. He used a network analyzer to measure the scattering coeilicients for a set of

frequencies. In his analysis he used the mutual dependence of the scattering parameters

( 8,, and 8,, ) to reduce the uncertainty.

The methods discussed in section 2.1 (the time domain methods) which derives the

permittivity from the global reflection coellicient (8,,) and the global transmission coef-

licient (8,,) are also used in the frequency domain where the measurement is done using

a network analyzer.

2.3 Conclusion:

ln this chapter, a summary of the time~domain and frequency-domain dielectric

characterization techniques investigated in the literature was presented. The frequency

range of interest was 50 MHZ - 15 GHZ. The wideband transmission line techniques
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were emphasized. The presented techniques sufTered From several drawbacks which are

severe when used to characterize thick lilm materials. Consequently, new sample con-

figurations are needed to minimize those problems and, hence, characterize dielectric

materials more accurately.
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Chapter 3

WIDEBAND DIELECTRIC FILLED CA VITY

ADAPTED TO THE END OF

A TRANSMISSION LINE

This chapter presents the concept, analysis, and computer simulation, as well as
3

experimental results of a wideband dielectric filled cavity (WDFC) adapted to the end

ofa transmission line. The concept of the WD FC is presented in section 3.1. ln section

3.2, the full field analysis of the proposed configuration is carried out assuming that the

material is linear and nonmagnetic. It is further assumed that the conductors of the

transmission line and the conductor walls of the cavity are lossless. The results of

computer simulation experiments performed to test the sensitivity of the technique to

various parameters, and to predict its performance are presented in section 3.3. The

time·domain measurement technique is described in section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents the

results of some experiments performed in both the time domain and frequency domain

[60]. Some ofthese experiments were performed using materials ofknown characteristics

for verification purposes. The other experiments were performed for the characteriza-

tion of two types of thick film dielectric materials: the DuPont 5704 thick film dielectric

paste and the DuPont PCM dielectric. Finally, a conclusion is provided in section 3.6.
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3.1 Concept:

One of the most widely used sample configurations, as was shown in Chapter 2, is

the dielectric sample inserted in a precision coaxial air line. This procedure has several

disadvantages. First, the sample must be precisely cut to lit in between the inner and

outer conductors of the air line. This is impossible to achieve perfectly, thus, the re-

sulting air gaps between the sample and the line's conductors can lead to significant er-

rors in the measured relative complex permittivity. Secondly, when dealing with solid

dielectric materials like ceramics, the shaped sample may still have rough edges, conse-

quently, inserting it in the line scratches the inner and outer conductors of the air line,

thus degrading its quality and performance. Finally, the typical analysis of such con-

figuration was carried out using equivalent lumped circuit elements, and hence, higher

order modes generated due to the presence of the sample in the line have been neglected.

To avoid these drawbacks, a new sample configuration is proposed. The proposed

configuration is shown in figure (3.1) where a cavity like sample holder is attached to the

end of a transmission line. ln this configuration, there is no need to cut or shape the

sample precisely to fit in an existing structure, rather, the cavity walls can be molded or

deposited on a cylindrically shaped sample. This procedure of depositing the conductor

on the dielectric sample results in the elimination of any possible air gaps. This is par-

ticularly well suited for thick film materials where the dielectric layer along with the

sample holder walls can be printed on a ceramic substrate. The dielectric properties can

be derived from the measured reflection coefficient. The reflection coefficient can be

measured using either a time-domain or a frequency-domain set-up. lt is measured di-

rectly in a frequency—domain set-up while Fourier transformation is needed if the meas-

urement is performed in the time domain. The functional relationship between the

reflection coeflicient and the complex perrnittivity of the dielectric sample is established
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by carrying out a full field analysis of the proposed structure. This is presented in the

next section.

26]

ä.Figure3.1: Proposed sample configuration.

3.2 Analysis of the proposed structure: ‘

The analysis of the problem, assuming that the permittivity is known and the re-

flection coefficient, S„(iw) , is unknown, is first presented in section 3.2.1. Section 3.2.2

describes the inverse process, in other words, determining 6* knowing the reflection co-

eflicient, S,,(jw), which is our goal.

3.2.1 Derivation ofS,,(jw) Given 6*:

Using the equivalence principle [59], figure (3.1) can be modeled as shown in figure

(3.2) where region (a) is the transmission line region and region (b) is the cavity region.

The aperture is replaced by a perfect electric conductor on top of which an equivalent

magnetic current source M is imposed. To ensure the continuity of the electric field, the
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equivalent magnetic current source in region (b) is the negative of that in region (a) (M

in region (a) and — M in region (b)). The current M is solved for by satisfying the con-

tinuity of the magnetic field across the aperture. Therefore, we have to derive ex- .

pressions for the magnetic fields in region (a) and region (b).

x
2
2

M2 I i· M
* I

,Ä
Z

I 2
I

l
.V

Figure 3.2: The equivalent problem.

Let H' denote the magnetic field in region (a) and H' denote the magnetic field in

region (b) . Then H· is given by

A H“ H‘ ’ “
= +H +H (M) (3.1)

where H', H' are the incident and the reflected magnetic fields, respectively, and H'(M)

is that due to the eouivalent source M . Note that H;·(M) should be computed with a

conductor covering the aperture. The magnetic field in region (b) is

H" = H"( -111) = - Hb(M) (3.2)

The last equality is a consequence of the linearity of H'. Let the subscript r denote

tangential component over the aperture. The true solution is obtained when the
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tangential component of the magnetic field over the aperture in region (a) (HQ) equals

the similar component in region (b) (HQ), giving

Hf E 11%,,6 = uf E H"(,=6 (3.3)

Hence,

H:'<M> + Hf<M> = — H5 - Hi = -2Hi (3-4)

because H‘|,_„= H'|,:„ . Equation (3.4) is the exact equation for detcrmining M . Ex·

pressions for the fields components in equation (3.4) in terms of M are obtained by

solving the Helmoltz scalar equation and applying the boundary conditions [59].

Helmoltz equation is

vz? +
K2?

; 0 (3.5)

where K = an/cp . Our structure is axially symmetric, therefore the only higher order

modes generated are the TM,,, modes (no angular variution). These modes are given by

E :442 66 6,
P jwcözöpE

=l- (3 7)’ Jw= özz °

ö‘l'
H = — — 3.8

V E¢=Hp=Hz=O. (3.9)

The following two subsections present the derivation of the magnetic fields com-

ponents in the two regions:
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(1) The Transmission Line Region (Region (a)):

The incident field is the TEM mode only. This is given by

Hl=——#— le_]K°zu 3.10
21,,,/21: ln(a/b) P

4, ( )

where rp,= , is the intrinsic impedance. Note that the above expression is nor-

malized such that the incident power is unity.

The scalar function
‘P•

appropriate for the derivation of H;·(M) is the following:

„ I—1·"
= (13, + c, ln p)t·”‘·' + 2[ß,1,(1<;„p) + c,1v,(1<,‘;„„)]2"‘···' (3.11)

n=l

where J, and N, denote zeroth order Bessel functions of the first and second kind, re-

spectively. The separation equation is

(1<;)’ + (1<,‘;„)’ = Kg = (.3*1.,,1, . (3.12)

The constants B, and C, which can be evaluated by applying the boundary conditions.

The first boundary condition is that the tangential component of the electric field equals

zero at the inner and outer conductors of the transmission line, i.e. at p = b and at

p = a . Therefore, for n > 0

B„J,,(K§_a) + C,N,,(K§,_a) = 0 (3.13)

B„J,,(K:'_b) + C„N„(K§'_b) = 0 . (3.14)

Using equations (3.13) and (3.14) and introducing the constants D, :

B, = D„N,,(K,‘}„b) (3.15)
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and

C„ = — D„J„(K§„b) (3.16)

with IQ,. such that

1v„(1<;„b)1,,(1<;„a) - 1,,(1<;„b)1v„(1<;„a) = 0 . (3.17)

Let x; denote the solution of the standard form

N„(x)Jo().x) - J0(x)No(}.x) = 0 (3.18)

where A = then °

xt!
1<;„=-Ü , „>0. (3.19)

Therefore, using equations (3.11), (3.15) and (3.16),

¤·“
= (B. + C. Innul

The transversal electric and magnetic fields can be computed from equations (3.6), (3.8)

and (3.20). The result takes the form

A co ¤ (3.21)
n=l

_ A ‘1<
GO

An ·1<:„
·’ (3-22)

n=l
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where

Mp) = J„(KS„b)Nt(KZ„p) — N„(/<E„b)Jl(KZ,p) „ (323)

J, and N, being the first order Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively.
K' IG D. . . . . .

and A, = r;,C,, A, = —:'ä%-, rp, is the intrmsic tmpedance, ry, is given by

K2rr,. = (324)

_/,(p) is orthogonal to f§„(p) . For computational convenience let's normalize _/f,(p) for

unity power and let e,(p) denote the normalized result. That is,

i , m = fl .

ff @„(p) · ¢„„(p)ds = (325)
llne-cross section 0 , m 76 rt

Therefore, we have to evaluate the normalizing constants P, ( where e,(p) = P,;f,(p) ) such

that

2 2x a 2P,. [ L [J„(KS„b)Ni(KZ„p) — N.,(K:„b>J„u<:„p>] p dw = 1 (:1.26)
o

Hence,

—

MP3] [Jä<1<:„b>~?<1<:„p> + NÄ(K$„b)/i(KZ„p)]pdp —
b
a (3.27)

ZRPZL [2J„(KÄ„b)N„(KZ„b)Ni(KÄ„p)Ji(KZ,p)]pdp = l -
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i There are three integrals to be evaluated

“
2In =L N (KZ„p)p dp (3-28)

“
2/2 =

L
J«(KS„p) pdp (3-29)

and

G

I3 =L N¤(K$„p)Ji(KZ„p)p dpdd> (3-30)

The above integrals (I,, I, and I, ) can be evaluated using the general formulas [56]

i( p)pdp—·E— N¤(Kp)+(1·-—·37)N1(Kp) b (3-31)
0 K p

“
2 _ P2 ,2 l 2 "J4(KP)PdP —

T J 1(KP) + (1 — 7*;)Ji(KP) b (3-32) _
0 K p

G

I Ji(Kp)N„(Kp)pdp = —-i-{-"1(Kp)N'i(Kp) + (1 — 7{;7)Ji(Kp)N'i(Kp)}‘b (3-33)
b P

where the pnme denotes differentiation with respect to the argument, or,

J'i(Kp) = Jo(Kp) — $Ji(Kp) (3-34)
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N'„(Kp) = N„(Kß) — —IäN,(Kp) - (3-35)

Using equations (3.28) - (3.35) the results of the integrals 1,, 1, and I, are:

2 2li = %{N§(K,-„¤) —· äN1(KZ„¤)N„(KS„¤) + N1(KS„¤)}

bz
"” (3.36)

2— NÄ(KS„b) — ——N1(KS„b)N„(K„ß„b) + N?(K,€„b)2 KS!)

2
/2 = %{J§(KS„¤) — ä;J1(KS„¤)J„(KZ„¤) + Ji(KS„¤)}

2
’°"

(3.37)
·— %{JÄ(KS„b) — —·K€7J«(KS„b)J„(K„p„b) + Ji(KS„/0}

PII

and _

1; == %—[J6(KS„¤)N„(KS„¤) + J1(KS„¤)N1(KS„¤)]
— f<?[J„(KZ„¤)Ni(KS„¤) + Ji(KZ„¤)N„(KZ„¤)]

bz (3.38)

b+ ?K7·[!„(KZ„b)¢V¤(KZ„b) + J¤(KS„b)N„($„b)] —
Pn

Therefore, the normalizing constants P, can be evaluated by combining equations (3.27),

(3.36) - (3.38) and carrying out some algebraic manipulations to simplify the resulting

expression. The iinal result is

1
° 1·„ = —L- 77; (3.39a)— ß„]

where "
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i «„ = a[1„(K,€„b)N,(1<;,'„a) - 1v„(1<,‘;„1»)1,(1<,‘j„a)] (3.39b)

ß„ = b[J„(KZ„b)N1(KZ„b) — N„(KZ„b)J«(KX„b)] (3-39¢)

and hence,

¢„(p) = P„[J„(KZ„b)N1(KZ„ß)— N„(KS„b)Ji(KS„ß)] , fw ¤ > 0 - (3-40)

Redefining the constants in equations (3.21), (3.22):

(3-41)
n=1

Iglu
Ao elK„z °° An g/K: zAM) = — 7,;*% — W¢„(ß) " (3-42)

n=I

where e„(p) , n > 0 is given in equation (3.40), and e,(p) is given by

=—-Q- . 3.43€o(p)
p,/21: ln(b/a)

( )

The tangential Held components over the aperture (at z = 0 ), E7 and H; are

E?(M) = EZL,0 = A„¢„(p)¤,, + Z/!„@„(ß)¤,, (3-44)
n=l

and
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A °° AHKM) = HZIM = - ;f¤„(p)¤,„ — 2#e„(p)¤.„ - (345)
lI=l

The coeflicients A,,, A„ are evaluated by applying the remaining boundary condition, the

tangential electric field over the aperture equals the magnetic current distribution on the

aperture, or

M= u, X Ef . (3.46)

Therefore, using equations (3.44) and (3.46)

M = Aoeoud, + ZA„e„(p)u¢ . (3.47)
n¤l

Note that M is in the direction of d>, i.e. M = M,u, . To solve f’or the coefficients, mul-

tiply both sides of equation (3.47) by e,„ and integrate over the line cross section. By the

orthonormality (3.25), all the terms of the summation are zero except the m = n term.

llence,

G

A„ = Znf M¢e„(p)pdp , n = 0, l, 2, (3.48)
b

Thus, the tangential magnetic field component over the aperture in region a (H7(M) ) is

given in equation (3.45) with the coeflicients defined by equation (3.48).
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(2) The Cavity Region (Region (b)):

The scalar function W" appropriate for the derivation of Hf(M) which also satisfies the

boundary condition of zero tangential electric field at z = d ( Eflm, ) is

—1·°
= Zß,,1„(1<ßnp) cos Kg_(z — 4) (3.49)

n=l

where

4; = [4*64. — tt<Z.)*]"’

and 1:* = 1:,*1:,, 1:,* being the relative complex permittivity of the dielectric material in re-

gion (b). Thus by using equations (3.6) and (3.8) along with equation (3.49), the trans-

versal field components are

ät
-

M) = ZC„J)(KÄ„ß) sm ät: — 4) (350)
rl=l

and U

„ Ch
i

M) 999 J) (3-5))
n=l

• • • ¤ •

where C, =FB, . The second boundary condition is that the tangential electric field

at p = R is zero ( E$( — M)|,_„
= 0 ). Consequently, from equations (3.7) and (3.49)

J,,(Kf§'_R) = O . (3.52)
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Hence, if xi; denotes the zeros of the Bessel function J„(x) (that is J„(xf;) = 0 ) then:

Kb xi ”
n pn = (3.53)

The coefficients C,, can be evaluated by applying the remaining boundary condition

—M=-uzxE°|_,_0 (3.54)

Equations (3.50) and (3.54) yield

M,(p) = - Zc,,1,(1<,’;np) sm Kzd (3.55)
n=l ·

Note that M = M,u, (in the direction of eb only) and also it is only defined for

b < p < a (that is M, = 0 for p < b or p > a). Therefore, to compute the coeflicients C,

multiply both sides of equation (3.55) by J,(K2nnp) and integrate over the cavity cross

section to obtain

2« R 2,: R °° _

L L
M.J.(1<Z,p>pdpd¢ = - L L

ZG,. smc/<;d> ./.u<Z„p>1„<1<Z„p>pdpd¢ (3.66)
n=l

The limits of the integral on the left hand side of the above equation can be changed to

be from b to a because, as mentioned earlier, the magnetic current M, equals zero for

p < b or p > a . Therefore, equation (3.56) becomes

a °° R nZw L Mp(p)Jr(K,€„p>pdp = — 2wZL C,. S¤¤(KÄd>Jt(K$„p)Ji(K$„p)pdp (157)
b 0 O ‘
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Because of the orthogonality of the Bessel functions, all the terms of the summation in

the above equation are zero except the m = n term giving

a R

I
M¢(p)J.(KZ„ß)pdp = — C,. Si¤(KÄd)

I
Jf(KZ„ß)pd¢> - (3-58)

6 o

Using equation (3.32), the result of the integral on the right hand side of equation (3.58)

is

R 2 K6 R2 2 K6M ,,„ß)ßdß = TM ,,„R) - (3-59)

Therefore, combining equations (3.58), (3.59):

C,. (3-60)
R2J?(Kp_R) .1.. K;.1 _.

Thus, the tangential component of the magnetic field in region (b) over the aperture in

terms of M is obtained from equation (3.51) as

b -
Cn

H, (M) = — H;( — = —_;wa*2-[ZT J,(Kß„p) cos(K§_d)u¢ · (3.61)

n=I
In

where the coeflicients C„ are given in equation (3.60).
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(3) Method of Solution to Obtain M (Method of Moments):

Equation (3.4) is the exact equation for determining M which is rewritten for con-

venience

Hf(M) + H?(M) = — ZH: . (3.62)

ln the previous two subsections, expressions for all the quantities in the above equation

were obtained in terms of M (equations (3.10), (3.45) and (3.61) ). lt is impossible to

solve equation (3.62) for M exactly. The method of moments is used to obtain an ap-

proximate solution. Define a set of expansion functions {M,,, n = 1,2, , N,} (must be

an independent set) and a set of weighting functions {W,,, n = 1,2, , N,}. Let

N1
M= Z1/„M,, (3.63)

hal

where the coefficients K, are to be determined. Substituting (3.63) into (3.62) and using

_ linearity .

N1 N1
ZV„H?(1W„) + V,,H:°(M„) = - ZH: . (3.64)
nul n=1

Notational simplicity may be obtained by using the symmetric product defined as

< A,E > = A • Eds . (3.65)
GPZIL

Taking the symmetric product ofequation (3.64) with each W,„ and using linearity of the

symmetric product, one obtains
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)

N1 N1
Z1/,,< W,,,, H§°(M,,)> +2V,, < W,,,,1¤1§’(M,,)> =— 2 < w„,, 11§> ,

(3.66)
n=0 n¤O

m=1,2,...,N2

The solution of this set of linear equations determines K and thus M according to (3.63).

Once M is known, the reflection coeflicient, (5,,), can be computed as will be shown

later.

Let’s take the set ofexpansion functions to be the same as the set ofweighting functions

(i.e. W,,= M,,, n= 1,2,, N), often called Galerkin's method. Hence, the above sol-

ution (equation (3.66)) can be put into matrix form as follows: Let [Y'] be an

admittance matrix representing region (a) given by

W'] = [ < —M„.. H?<M..> > ]„.„ <3.67>

and let [Y'] be an admittance matrix for region (b) given by

[Y"] = [< -111,,,, Hf(M,,) > ]„..„ (3.68)

Detine a source vector Ü

P = [2 <M„,,11{>]„,,, (3.69)

and a coeflicient vector K

V = [V„]~„1 (370)

Thus, the matrix equation equivalent to equation (3.66) is of the form,

[1***+ Y°]P=? (3.71)
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where the only unknown is thevectorFirst

we have to choose a set of expansion functions that best approximates the

actual current distribution over the aperture (M ). The modes of the transmission line

region seems to be a good choice. Therefore, let

M,, = e,,_, , rz = 1, 2,, N (3.72)

where e, is given in (3.43), while e,, rz > 0 is defined in (3.40).

To compute the elements of the matrix equation (3.71), consider a single expansion

function M,„ across the aperture. The tangential magnetic field in region (a) over the

aperture due to M,„ is given by equation (3.45) where A„ must have a double subscript

(A,„„) to account for the added subscript on M, i.e. equation (3.48) becomes

‘
G

A,„,, = 21:]* M„,e„(p)pdp , n = 0, 1,, m = 1, 2, (3.73)
6

From equations (3.72), (3.73) and remembering the orthonormality (3.25):
V

mil —OA- I ’ ” = m 3 74)

Therefore, using equations (3.67), (3.45), (3.72), (3.73), and (3.74) one can show that the

elements of the of the admittance matrix [Y'] are given by,

Ä- , m = n
YZ", = nn-! (3.75)

0 , m aß n

The elements of the excitation vector F are easily obtained from equations (3.10), (3.25),

(3.69) and (3.72)
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.7 L _ „ = 1
1,, = 'lo (3.76)

0 , n > l

To compute the matrix elements of [1*7*] , the coellicients C„ must have a double sub·

script to account for the added subscript on M, i.e. equation (3.60) becomes

- 2 a KbMm-71( p,/>)Pd/> ~ (3-77)
I pn zu

Hence, using equations (3.61), (3.68), (3.72) and (3.77) the elements of [W] are

w · ·
C~· 16

“
16„„„ =J<¤¢ 7{7 <=¤$( z,d) ML M,„(ß)Jl( p,ß)pdp - (3-78)

I:]
zl

Equation (3.78) can be rewritten as follows:

C' C' [Y" (3.79)
'"' Kg tan(K§d)

l¤l

where
L

l P1
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ln order to evaluate the integral in the above equation, the following general integral

formulas [56] are useful:

X

I
J,(r)dr = l — J0(.x) (3.8l)

o

and

“
1 , . ¤

Xp(k,r)Zp(k2r)rdr =
Ü

{k2rXp(K,r)Z p(lc2r) — k,rX p(k,r)Zp(k2r)}b (3.82)

where X(k,r), Z(k,r) are any Bcssel functions. For n = l, M, = e,. Using equations

(3.43), (3.80) and (3.81) C',, is

1 1C' =-——-———-—- J(K° b)—J(I<° a) (3.83)ll 0 pl 0plFor

r1 > 1, the integral encountered in equation (3.80) can be evaluated using the general

formula (3.82). Thus, using equations (3.40), (3.72), (3.80) and (3.82), the coeflicients

C',,, can be computed. The result, after some algebraic manipulations to simplify the

resulting expression, is

nl ( · )c· — 1· ""(") ‘
1 3 sa

RJ1(K:,R) (KÄ,) -( 11,)

where P„ are defined in equation (3.39), and

1„, = 1<$,« 1„<1<$.«>{J„<1<$.b>~1<1<:.«> — ~„<1<:.bv1<1<:.«>}
— Kg, b J„(KZ,b)(J„(KZ„b)N1(KS„b) - N„(KZ„b)J1(KZ„b)}

which can be written as
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L., = KÄ,[J„(KZ,¤)¤„ — J„(KZ,b)ß„] (3-85)

where a„ and ß„ are defined in equations (3.39b) and (3.39c), respectively.

Once the coeflicient vector Ü} is computed, the magnetic current M can be obtained

simply using equation (3.63). The reflection coefficient can be evaluated as follows:

The tangential electric field over the aperture can be written as

Ep = (l + SH)e„(p) + ZI”,e„(p) (3.86)
n=l

where S,, is the reflection coefiicient, I', are the amplitudes of the higher order modes

generated at the aperture (unity incident power is assumed). Thus, the magnetic current

M = M,u, = u, x E|,,,, is given by _

M, = (1 + $1 r)¤„(p) + Z1".@„(p) (3-87)
IIII

Multiplying both sides by e,(p), then integrating over the aperture and using the

orthonormality in (3.25), the following result is obtained:

Zu
i

a‘ Sh = I I M.,¢„(p)pdp — 1 (3-88)
0 b

Combining equations (3.63) and (3.88)

N
if üV„ I f M„@„(p)pdp — 1 (3-89)

„=} O b
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l

But the expansion functions M, are taken to be e„_,, therefore, using the orthonormality

in (3.25), S,, is given by

S,, = V, — l . (3.90)

Similarly, the amplitudes of the higher order modes are obtained by multiplying both

sides of (3.87) by e„(p), n > 0, integrating over the aperture and using orthonormality.

The result is

l"„=V„—l , n>0. (3.91)

Later, in section 3.3, computer simulation results will be presented. The purpose

of these experiments is to study the effect ofvarying the dimensions of the sample holder

and the dielectric permittivity on the reflection coefficient. Hence, predictions can be

made conceming the best choice of the dimensions as well as the bandwidth of this

technique. The computer program code, written in Fortran language, is listed in ap-

pendix I.

3.2.2 Computation of 6* Given S,, :

Equation (3.90) can be written as

I
S,,—V,+l=0. (3.92)

The computation of 6* is achieved by solving equation (3.92) along with the matrix

equation (3.71). Since the elements of the matrix [Y"] are nonlinear functions of 6*, the

solution has to be achieved iteratively. The solution can be obtained by minimizing the

following function:
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_/(6*) = |S,, - V, +
1|2 (3.93)

subject to the matrix equation (3.71). First, an initial guess for 6* has to be assumed.

Then, the V,,’s are computed directly from the matrix equation (3.71) using Gaussian

elimination. Only V, is needed to evaluate j(6*) and, then, 6* is updated using Powell's

hybrid method [55]. Using the updated value of 6*, again, the coeflicients V,,'s are ob-

tained using Gaussian elimination and V, is used to evaluate /(6*) and, hence, compute

another updated value of 6*. This iterative procedure is repcated until the value of

_/(6*) is less than a desired tolerance.

The complete Fortran computer program is listed in appendix Il.

3.3 Computer Simulation:

This section presents some computer simulation experiments aimed at studying the be-

havior of the reflection coefficient when some parameters of the sample (or the sample

holder) are changed. These experiments are the following:

(a) Varying the diameter of the sample:

Figure (3.3) shows the effect of varying the diameter of the sample on the phase of the

reflection coefficient. Three graphs are shown corresponding to diameters of lcm, 2 cm

and 3 cm. The permittivity is taken to be real ( 6",= 0). Therefore, the magnitude of

the reflection coefficient is unity. As shown in the figure, changing the diameter does

not affect the phase except around resonance. This is expected because the fields are

concentrated in the center and, therefore, the main effect of varying the radial dimension

is on the resonant frequencies of the cavity. It is desirable to choose the diameter small

to cause the first resonance to fall outside the bandwidth of interest.
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(b) Changing The thickness:

Figure (3.4) shows the effect of varying the sample thickness on the phase of the re-

flection coefficient. Again the material is assumed lossless. Three graphs are shown

corresponding to thicknesses of 0.025 cm, 0.5 cm, and 0.75 cm. It is observed from the

figure the thicker samples cause the phase to progress more slowly to —l80° . This

means that the bandwidth of the measurcment is wider for thicker samples because when

the phase approaches l80°, small errors in the reflection coeflicient lead to significant

errors in the computed permittivity. The resonance observed is due to the radial di-

mension, thus the three graphs have the same resonant frequencies. lt is also concluded

that the thickness has to be known precisely in order to get accurate results for the

complex permittivity.

(c) Varying the dielectric constant ( c', ):

Three graphs are shown in figure (3.5) corresponding to relative dielectric constants

of 5,7 and 9. The loss is taken to be zero, consequently, the magnitude of the reflection

coefficient is unity. It is observed that varying the dielectric constant changes the phase

as well as the resonant frequencies of the cavity. Hence, the real part of the permittivity

(s') is mainly dependent on the reflection coefficient.

(d) Varying the dielectric loss ( s", ):

Figure (3.6) shows three graphs of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient corre-

sponding to s", of 0.05, 0.5 and 5. The phase is shown in figure (3.7). From the figures,

it is noticed that the effect on the phase is insignificant except around resonance. Thus,

the loss information is mainly given by the magnitude of the reflection coefficient. As

expected, for higher losses, the resonance diminishes. An important observation is that

the change in the magnitude is not considerable if the losses are very low. Cvonsequently,
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when characterizing materials with very low losses, extreme precision in the measure-

ments is necessary.

3.4 Time Domain Measurement Technique:

The experimental set up used in the time domain is that of a typical TDR system.

Referring to figure (3.8), the set up consists of a pulse generator, a feed through sampler,

a computer interfaced digital processing oscilloscope, and a transmission line terminated

with the sample holder. The pulse generator generates a wideband step-like pulse which

is launched down the reference line terminated by the WD FC. The feed through sampler

provides means to detect the voltage waveforms in the reference line (both the incident

and reflected). The digital processing scope digitizes the detected waveforms and for-

wards the digitized data to the computer for further data processing.

Pulse Generator Sampler

_ Sample
Sampling

Oscilloscope

Computer

Figure 3.8: The time domain set·up.
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From the information contained in the waveforms of the incident pulse and the re-

flection from the WDFC, the rellection coefficient S„(jw) of the WDFC can be com-

puted. The method used to obtain the complex perrnittivity from S,,(jw) was described

in section 3.2.

To measure S„(jw), first the transmission line is terminated with a precision short

to acquire the reference waveform, v,,,,(r) . Then, the short is replaced by the WDFC and

the response waveform, v,,,,(r), is acquired. Figures (3.9) and (3.10) show the reference

and response waveforms of a sample measurement. The reflection coeflicicnt is then

computed by deconvolving v„,,(r) from v„,,(t) [61]. In this work, a simple division of the

frequency domain forms was found to be adequate for the computation of S,,(jw) . The

rellection coefficicnt is, therefore, given by

Vrespow)
S (/w)=— ——+ (3.94)
" Vrwow) .

where K,,,(iw) and V„„(jw) are the Fourier transforms of v„,,(:) and v,,„(:) , respectively.

ln this work, The complete fast Fourier transformation (CFFT) method [54] is used to

compute the Fourier transforms since both v„,,(1) and v,,„(1) are step·like waveforms (the

initial and final values are not equal). In its discrete form, S,,(jw) is given by

CFFT A ·
S„(kA_f)=- , n=0,1,...,N—1 , k=0, 1,...,2N- 1 (3.95)

cF1=r{v,„,(„A17}

where Af is the frequency resolution, AT is the time sampling interval, and NAT is the

length of the time window. Af and AT are related by:

=A.- 3.96Af 2NAT ( )
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lt is to be noticed that the CFFT technique produces 2N samples (double the resol-

ution).

A computer program was written to enable data acquisition, to implement the

complete FFT method, and to compute the reflection coeflicient. This program in

Tektronix SPS-Basic is listed in appendix VI. Figure (3.11) shows the phase of the re-

flection coefiicient of a sample measurement. The magnitude is shown in figure (3.12).

Equipment used:

The following is a list of the equipment used in the setup:

1. Pulse generator: Picosecond Pulse Labs 4050A.

•
Note: The 4050A pulse generator was used because it has been found out that

it is much less sensitive to loading than the Tektronix S52 tunnel diode pulse

generator. ln other words, the tunnel diode waveform suffers from both voltage

and time offsets as the termination of the line is changed. The voltage offset can

be corrected; However, the time olfset transforms into a linear phase compo-

nent in the reflection coefiicient. lf this linear phase component is not removed,

serious errors will be introduced in the results. The removal of this linear com-

ponent is not an easy task. Although the 4050A pulse generator covers a

smaller bandwidth than the tunnel diode, it was adequate for the bandwidth of

our measurements.

2. Sampler: Tektronix S6 feed through sampling head.

3. Scope: Tektronix 7704A digital processing oscilloscope.
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4. Computer : PDP-l l/34 minicomputer.

3.5 Experimental Results:

This section presents the results of experiments performed in both the time and fre-

quency domain [60] for dielectric characterization using the WDFC technique. First,

some experiments are performed using known materials in order to verify both the

technique and as well as the used computer code. Another verification experiment using

the resonances of the WDFC in determining the dielectric constant of the filling material

was also performed. Following the verification, actual measurements are performed on

two types of thick film dielectric pastes both made by DuPont; the DuPont 5704 thick

A film paste and the PCM dielectric paste. This section presents only thc final results ob-

tained from the analysis of the data collected from these experiments. The results are

in the form of graphs of the complex permittivity versus frequency.

3.5.1 Vcrüication:

Four verification experiments were performed. First, the capacitance of a standard

(HP·OPEN) used in the calibration of the Network Analyzer is estimated using WDFC
U

technique. The results are compared to the data provided by HP. The second exper-

iment involves the characterization of a Quartz sample (fused silica) for which the

dielectric constant is known to be 3.78. The third experiment uses a sample of teflon (

s', = 2.l). The last experiment uses the resonant frequencies of the cavity to estimate the

dielectric constant. The dielectric constant obtained using the WDFC technique is

compared to the dielectric constant estimated using the resonant frequencies of the
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cavity. As will be seen later, the resonance method is capable of yielding results beyond

the bandwidth obtained using the WDFC technique due to sample thickness and the

measurement system precision. However, the resonance technique produces results only

at the measured resonant frequencies (few GHz frequency intervals).

(1) HP-Open:

The HP-open is a standard "reference" open circuit termination made by Hewlett-

Packard company and is typically used in the calibration of the network analyzer. As

shown in figure (3.13), there is a piece of Polystirene in the middle to compress the spring

loaded center conductor of the air line (or the APC-7 connector).

Air

P°lys[i[¢¤¢ (-·• COHdUCtOI'

Figure 3.13: HP - Open

HP provides a formula from which the capacitance can be computed . The presence

of the polystirene piece in the center, elirninates the possibility of computing the

capacitance of the open precisely, using the developed model. But, the capacitance may

be estimated assuming there is no polystirene, and also assuming the open is filled with

polystirene, which has a dielectric constant of 2.56. The obtained results should bound

the capacitance values given by the HP catalog. The program which computes the re-

flection coeflicient for a given the perrnittivity was used to compute the capacitance for

an air filled cavity and for a polystirene filled cavity. The cavity's dimensions are the
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l

proper dimensions of the HP-Open. The results are plotted in figure (3.14) and they are

in good agreement with our predictions.

(2) Quartz Sample:

In this experiment, the perrnittivity of a disk of fused silica quartz is estimated. To

construct a WDFC sample, the quartz disk was coated with a conductor which acted

as the cavity walls. Aluminium was dcposited on one side of the sample by using a

sputtering unit. The disk edges as well as the backside were covered with silver epoxy

and the backside was fixed to a supporting material for rigidity and handling. Fused

Silica quartz is known to have a dielectric constant of 3.78. The main problem in per-

forming the measurement is the proper alignment of the sample holder to the air line.

This was the main source of error. The measurement was performed in the time domain

and frequency domain. The calculated dielectric constant c', is shown in figure (3.15).

Figure (3.16) shows the loss ez", . We notice that both the time domain and frequency

domain measurements yield comparable results, which also agree with the actual value.

(3) Teflon Sample:

This experiment suffered from the problem of constructing the sample holder walls on

the teflon disk. The reason for this problem is the difliculty encountered in finding a

conductor material that adheres to teflon. Consequently, the conductor walls were

constructed mechanically using copper. This resulted in air gaps between the teflon disk

and the cavity walls. The measurement was performed in the time domain. The result

is shown in figure (3.17). The dielectric constant of teflon is 2.1. The main source of ‘

error in our calculations is due to the presence of the air gaps.

(4) Using Resonance:

In this experiment, samples of DuPont 5704 thick film dielectric material were made.
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These samples have different diameters. The thickness of these samples is in the order

of 30 rnicrons. Therefore, the dominant resonances are given by

C xon
=—i•·* 3.97ßr X/zur R ( )

where x„,, is the
n‘^

zero of the zero order Bessel function of the first kind, c is the speed

of light and R is the radius of the sample holder. Neglecting the loss and thus assuming

that the permittivity is real then the dielectric constant is given by

_ C xon 2um {TR—R] 0.98)

The measurements of these samples were performed in the frequency domain [60]. Fig-

ures (3.18) and (3.19) show the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient of a

sample with 4 cm diameter. The resonances are easier to detect from the magnitude plot.

From figure (3.18) and using equation(3.98), the resonant frequencies and the corre-

sponding values of the estimated dielectric constant are given in table I. Figures (3.20)

and (3.21) show the magnitude and phase of the reflection coeflicient of a second sample

with 6 cm diameter. Following the same procedure, the resonant frequencies and the

corresponding values of the estimated dielectric constant are given in table ll. As will

be shown in section (3.5.2) these values agree fairly well with the values obtained using

our technique. The reasons for the discrepancies are the following sources of error:

1. There is some error in the values of the measured resonant frequencies due to the

frequency resolution used and also due to the quality factor of the cavity.
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Table 1: Estimated dielectric constant using resonance for a 4 cm disk.

n f(GHz) dielectric constant

1 2 8.94

2 4.8 8.2

3 7.7 7.8

4 10.65 7.58

Table 11: Estimated dielectric constant using resonance for a 6 cm disk.

n f(GHz) dielectric constant

1 1.25 9.69

2 3 8.87

3 4.8 8.51

4
1

6.65 8.23 ·

5 8.5 8.08

6 10.3 8.01
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2. The formula used to relate the resonant frequencies to the dielectric constant is for

a closed cavity, and therefore, it is only approximate in our case because of the

loading of the transrnission line feeding the cavity.

3. Losses in the conductor walls forming the cavity as well as the dielectric loss de-

grade the quality factor, and hence, makes it harder to determine the accurate reso-

nant frequencies.

3.5.2 Experiments on Some Thick Film Dielectric Materials:

This section presents results of some experiments performed in the frequency domain

and the time domain on samples made of DuPont 5704 and DuPont PCM thick film

dielectric materials. Figure (3.22) shows the dielectric constant (c',) obtained for DuPont

5704 sample while figure (3.23) shows the loss (s,"). The results for the PCM sample are

shown in figures (3.24) and (3.25). As shown in all these plots, the time domain results

agree with the frequency domain results. The loss results in figures (3.23) and (3.25)

may have some errors for the following two reasons:

l. The conductor material used to form the walls of the cavity are not perfectly

lossless. Therefore, the loss obtained is not only due to dielectric loss, but also has

a contribution from the conductor losses. This is very significant if the dielectric

materials have very low losses.

2. These materials may have very low losses, and thus very precise measurements of

the reflection coefficient have to be performed. Our measurement systems are fairly

precise but may not have the needed precision at present. Another source of error

in this measurement is the alignment problem. The sample holder was attached to
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the end of the line manually and the alignment was done visually. To minirnize this

error, the acquisition of the reflected waveform from the sample was repeated several

times and then averaged. A better solution would be to design a mechanical struc-

ture to hold the sample against the air line.

3.6 Conclusion:

ln this chapter, the concept and analysis of a wideband dielectric filled cavity (WDFC)

attached to the end of a transmission line was presented. The structure is to be used for

the characterization of dielectric materials.

The results of some simulation experiments to test the technique and predict its

performance were also presented. Based on these experiments, it was concluded that

mainly the phase of the reflection coeflicient yields the dielectric constant while the loss

is derived from the magnitude of the reflection coefficient information. lt was also

concluded that the thickness of the dielectric sample must be known precisely to get ac-

curate results for the complex permittivity. The thickness also alTects the bandwidth of

the measurement; thicker samples providing wider bandwidth. The diameter of the

WDFC sample holder must be chosen such that the resonance due to the radial dimen-

sion is outside the bandwidth of interest.

The time-domain experimental setup as well as the procedure used to measure the

reflection coeflicient was described. The results of experiments performed in the time

domain and the frequency domain for dielectric characterization using the WDFC tech-

nique were also presented. First, some experiments using known materials were per-

formed for verification purposes. Then measurements were performed on two types of

thick film dielectric materials: the DuPont 5704 and the DuPont PCM dielectric pastes.

Satisfactory estimates for the dielectric constant were obtained. However, the loss re-
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sults were not accurate because of two reasons: l. the WDFC conductor walls were

assumed ideal (lossless) 2. these materials have very low losses and, hence, very precise

measurements
of‘

the reflection coeflicient are required. Since the thick film samples

have very small thicknesses ( ~ 30pm), giving an upper frequency limit
of“

about 4 GHZ

beyond which the results become noisy.
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Chapter 4

WIDEBAND DIELECTRIC FILLED CA VITY ·

PLACED BETWEEN TWO

TRANSMISSION LINES

In this chapter, a wideband dielectric filled cavity (WDFC) placed between two

transmission lines is described and analyzed. This arrangement enables the measurement

of the reflection coeflicient, S„(jw) , as well as the measurement of the transmission co-

eflicient, S,,(jw). The complex permittivity can be computed from either the reflection

coeflicient or the transmission coefficient information. The availability of both the re-

flection and transmission coefficients may enable the computation of the complex

permeability, p*, as well as the complex permittivity, c*. However, as will be shown in

section 4.3 the computation of p* is very difficult in practice due to the fact that both

S„(iw) and S,,(jw) are rather insensitive to the variation in 14* .

Section 4.1 discusses the concept of the proposed arrangement. In section 4.2, the

full field analysis of this arrangement is carried out. Computer simulation experiments

are presented in section 4.3. Section 4.4 describes the measurement technique and pre-

sents the result of an experiment involving the characterization of a teflon sample for

verification (teflon is known to have a dielectric constant of 2.1). Finally, a conclusion

is provided in section 4.5.
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4.1 Concept:

The proposed arrangement is shown in figure 4.1. As shown in the figure, the WDFC

is placed between two transmission lines. The walls of the WDFC sample holder may

be deposited or molded on the dielectric sample to eliminate possible air gaps.

• F'.
'Z. u Z,•| / •

u

- Figure 4.1: The proposed sample configuration

The complex perrnittivity of the dielectric sample is computed from either the re-

flection coefiicient or the transmission coefiicient. The measurement of the reflection

coefiicient and/or the transmission coeflicient can be performed using a time-domain or

a frequency-domain setup. In this work, a time~domain setup is used which will be de-

scribed in section 4.4.
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4.2 Analysis of the Proposed Structure:

Section 4.2.1 presents the analysis of the problem assuming that both the complex

permittivity, 6*, and the complex permcability, ,u*, of the dielectric sample are known;

the unknown quantities being the reflection coefficient, S,,(jw), and the transmission ·

coefiicient, S,,(jw) . In section 4.2.2, the inverse process is described, i.e. the determi-

nation of 6* and/or p* given 5,,(jw) and/or S,,(jw)

4.2.1 Derivation of5,,, 52, given 6* and ,u*:

Similar to what has been done in section 3.2.1, the proposed arrangement shown in

figure 4.1 can be modeled as shown in figure 4.2 using the equivalence principle [59].

n
d

Q x
I
I

2R
2 b —• z I

z/ }/

’/
Y

Figure 4.2: The equivalent problem.

The aperture between the first transmission line and the WDFC is replaced by a

perfect electric conductor on which an equivalent magnetic current source M, is im-
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posed. To ensure the continuity of the electric field across the first aperture, the equiv- °

alent magnetic current source must be M, in the first transmission line region (region (a))

and - M, in the WDFC region (region (b)). Sirnilarly, the aperture between the WDFC

and the second transmission line is replaced by a perfect electric conductor on top of

which the magnetic current M, is imposed. Again, the magnetic current source must be

M, in region (b) and — M, in the second transmission line region (region (c)) to ensure

the continuity of the electric field across the second aperture. This is illustrated in figure

4.2.

The remaining boundary condition to be satisfied is the continuity of the magnetic

field across both apertures. Let H', H° , and H' denote the magnetic fields in region (a),

region (b), and region (c), respectively. Then, H' can be decomposed as

H“
=

H‘
+ H' + H°(M,) (4.1)

‘ where H', H' are the incident and reflected magnetic fields, respectively. H'(M,) is

the magnetic field due to the equivalent source M,. The magnetic field in region (b) is

11* = 11{'( - M,) + 11§(M,) (4.2)

While the magnetic field in region (c) is given by

11* = 11*( - M,) (4.3)

To obtain the true solution for M, and M,, the continuity of the tangential magnetic

fields across both apertures needs to be satisfied. This yields two equations

Halzgo
=

Hblzgo (4-4)

Hblzgd = H°|,„.1 (4-5)
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Hence,

— H“(Mi)|,„o +
Hi’( — Mi)|,..o + HÄ°(Mz)|,„0 = 2Hll;=o (4-6)

and

Hi'( — Mi)I„a + Hi(Mz)I„8 — H°( — Mz)I„.« = 0 (4-7)

Solving equations (4.6) and (4.7) simultaneously yields M, and M,. An exact solution is

impossible, therefore, an approximate solution will be obtained using the method of

moments. First, we have to derive expressions for the field components in equations

(4.6) and (4.7). This is achieved by solving the Helmoltz scalar equation (equation 3.5)

in the three regions; the field components are then obtained using equations (3.6) - (3.9).

(1) Region (a):

· The field components in this region were derived in Chapter 3 (section 3.2.1). The

results will be rewritten here for convenience

H‘|_,,,, = -;—— -:7 u, (4.8)
ryo„/ 21: ln(a/b)

and

. Ao °° 4.H (Mi)I,.0 = — —;,;-¢„(p)¤., — T¢„(p)¤.,. (4-9)
n=I

with A, given by equation (3.48) and e,(p) is given by equations (3.40) and (3.43).
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(2) Region (b):

The scalar function W appropriate for the derivation of H" is

wb = Z1„(1<,‘:„p)[ß„ c11$ K;(1 -4) + c„ cos Kg;] (4.10)
nul

where

Kä =|:„1*1',1' - (1<j;„)*]‘/Z (4.11)

and Kßn is such that:

Jo(K:'_R) = 0 (4.12)

so that the tangential electric field at p = R is zero. Thus, by using equation (3.6) and

(3.8) along with equation (4.10), the transversal field components are

aj = Z1,(1<,‘§„p)[0,, $111 1<;(1 - 4) + F,, $111 Kg:] (4.13)
n¤l

and

Hg =jws·Z:-[2*%-J,(K$_p)[D„ cos Kg_(z — d) + Fn cos Käz] (4.14)
n=l 1,,

K?„K?„ K? K?„
where D„=-1-——-B„ and R=+C„.

The coeflicients D,, and E, are evaluated by applying the following boundary conditions:
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Equation (4.15) yields

M, = — sin Kgnd ud, (4.17)
nr]

while equation (4.16) yields

M, = Z1=,1,(1<,’;np) sm Kgnd 11,, . (4.18)
n=l

Note that both M, and M, are in the direction of eb and are functions of p only. Fol-

lowing the same procedure of Chapter 3, section 3.2.1 (2), equations (3.55) - (3.60), the

coeflicients D, and E, are given by

.. 2
a

KbDn (419)
R J,(K,,nR) s1n Kzd 6

and

Fn = .Ü..i—... aM,_1,(1<ßnp)p„1p (4.20).
R J,(K,,nR) sin Kgnd 6

Hence, the magnetic field in region (b) is given by

H9 =_j„„;°;Ü cos K§_(z — d) + F, cos Käz] uq, (4.21)
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H* can be written as:

11" = 11f( - M,) + Hg(M,) (4.22)where °
b _ I Dn Kb KbH,( — M,) =_;wc J,( ,,,,0) cos ,,_(z

- d)u¢ (4.23)

nul
Zn

_ I FnH§(M,) =)w¤ E;-7;1,(1<,’;„p) ms 1<§_z„,, (4.24)
_ n¤l

Zn

D,, and E, are defined in equations (4.19) and (4.20).

(3) Region (c):

The magnetic field in region (c) is due only to the magnetic source — M,. This region

is very similar to region (a). The appropriate scalar function for the derivation of the

field components in this region is:

w' = (6,, + c,, ln p)e”]K°(""° + Z6„g„(p)e‘/'“»""’* (4.25)
nsl

where
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s(p) = N„(KZ„b)J„(K$„p) — J„(KS„b)N„(KZ„p)

Following the same procedure of' section 3.2.1, the electric and magnetic fields are given

by:

G

N — M,) = Q.¤.<p>¢""·"‘“°¤„ + §jQ.«.<6>«"”··""°~„ (4-26)
n=l

Q6 -;1<,(z-4) Qn -1x: (z-ayH"( —- Mz) = — —¤„(p)¢ M., — —¢„(p)«
··

M, (4-27),70
nl!

II¤l

where e,(p) and e„(p) are defined in equations (3.43) and (3.40).

To evaluate the coefficients, Q„, apply the boundary condition

—M2=—uzx
E‘°|z_d (4.28)

Therefore,

0¤

M2 = ZQ„e„(p)u¢ = rl/{2*% (4.29)
n=0

To solve f'or the coefiicients, Q,,, multiply both sides of" (4.29) by e,„(p) and integrate over

the aperture. By orthonormality (3.25), all the terms of the summation are zero except

the m = n term. Hence

G

Q„ = 21zf M2‘e„(p)pa'p , n = 0, l, 2, (4.30)
6
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Thus, H‘( — M,)|,,_, is given by 4

HC M __ Q7] '( — z)|,.d — — — ¢„(p)~., (431)
'III

n¤0

(4) Method of solution:

The method of moments explained in Chapter (4), section 4.2.l(3), is used to obtain

approximate solutions for M, and M, . Once M, and M, are solved for, the derivation

of 5,, and 5,, is straight forward. Let the expansion functions be the same as the testing

° functions. These are the same expansion functions used in chapter 3, namcly, e,_,(p).

Hence, M, and M, are expressed as the linear combination of e,_,(p) . That is

N N‘ M, = 2:/,M,, = V,,e,,_,(p) (4.32)
II!] Il=l

and

N N
M, = Zv,M, = 2U,e„_,(p) (4.33)

n¤l II:]

where the coellicients V, and U, are to be determined. .

Substituting equation (4.32) in equation (4.6) and writing the result in matrix form, we

obtain

[Y"+
Y{’]i?+ Y§Ü=? (4.34)

where
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[Y;] = — jf M, · H"<M>1,.,,4s (466)
apcrturs

[rf,] = M, • 11{’( - 46)],,,,,1., , (4.36)
Gpülllfl

[YS,] = ff M, · H;<M>1,.,,4= (4.60
GPCFIHFG

}}= 2H Il/Q• H‘|,,,,ds . (4.38)
Gplfllll?

Ü and Ü are the vectors containing the unknown coeflicients V„ ’s
and V,,’s, respectively.

Substituting (4.33) in equation (4.7) and writing the result in matrix form

Bf'? + [B; + ß‘]Ü = 0 (4.39)

where:

[Bf,] = M, • 11f„( — (4.40)
dplflllfß

b b[16,,] M, (4.41)
Gpßffllfß
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[B;] M,• H‘( (4.42)
aperturs

Now, let’s evaluate the elements of the above matrices.

The matrix [Y'] is identical to the admittance matrix [Y'] of Chapter 3 (see equations

(3.67), (3.72) · (3.75)). Rewriting the result

—L- , m = n
4,, = #1..-. . (4.43)

0 , m aß rt

Similarly, the elements of the excitation vector
7.

are identical to those of Chapter 3

(equation (3.76))

2 -i},={>r. ’
"

I}. (4.44)
0 , rz > 1

To compute the matrix elements of [Y?] and [Y?], the coefficients D,, and E, defined in

equations (4.19) and (4.20) must have double subscripts to account for the subscript on

the basis function M,, and equations (4.19) and (4.20) become

D —- ” 2 VM J (K" )pdp (4 45)
'"" R2J?(K„_R) sin Kg.: . '"

‘ ’°"p

and

Fmn = ————·—·· VM„„J.(KZ„ß)pdß - (4-46)
1221?(K,,„1z) sin Kg.: .
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Hence, using equations (4.23) and (4.36), the elements of [Y;] are

. D “
(4-47)

1:1 z' b

Similarly, from equations (4.24) and (4.37), the elements of [Y;] are

Yb •
*

Fn! a Kb2mn 2¤ M„„(ß)!i( p,ß)ßdp - (4-48)
. 0

l=I
Z.

Equations (4.47) and (4.48) can be written as follows (using equations (4.45) and (4.46))

C' C' [Y° = —;w¤·•=2-Ji-Ä —— (4.49)
""" K; tan(K;a')

l=I

C' C'Ygmn =Jw¢*Z¢*£ (4·50)

where

C"]! = [VM",/l(K§'p)pdp . (4.51)
I P1 b
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C',„ as defined in (4.51) is identical to its definition in Chapter 3, section 3.2.1(3),

equation (3.80). The evaluation of the integral in equation (4.51) was done in that sec-

tion, equations (3.80) — (3.85). Rewriting the result

1 2«/ET 1C' =l———————— J(K° b)-J(K" a) (4.52)
" „/2-rt 1¤(61«) R.I,(K,'Ä,R) K; { ° "' ° "' b

2,/C’„,=
P„—£--

———?l—TI„, , n = 1,2, , N (4.53)
RJ1(K:1R)

_whereP„ are defined in equation (3.39), and P„ is given in equation (3.85).

The matrix elements of [B';] are evaluated by using equations (4.23) and (4.40)

° Bb — ‘
*

D"' a Kb 4 54lmn '“]w8 —"°2" Mm(p)J1( p,p)pdP ( · )
K2 6

[Sl

which can be rewritten as

C' C' 1Bb = ——- (4.55)im
KZ sin(KZa')

l¤l

Comparing equations (4.55) with equation (4.50), we notice that

[Bf] = - [Y;] . (4.56)

Similarly, equations (4.24) and (4.41), the elements of' [B;] are given by
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„ FH aB€„„„ =Jw€*Z; <=¤S(KZd) nf M,„(p)J1(KZ,p)pdp - (4-57)
KZ 6

I=I

Equation (4.57) can be rewritten as

C' C'
Bgm}! _..L... _ (458)

Kg tan(K2d)
- III

Comparing equation (4.58) with equation (4.49), it is observcd that

[19;] = —[1(f] . (4.59)

To compute the matrix elements of" [8*], the coefficients Q, must have a double subscript

to account for the subscript on the basis Function M,, i.e., equation (4.30) becomes

Q„„, = 2:: ‘VM„,e„(p)pdp , fl = 0, l, 2, ,N (4.60)
6

Since M,, = e,,_,(p), and . remembering the orthonormality defined in (3.25), equation

(4.60) becomes

Q = 1 ‘
"="‘ . (4.61)”‘"

0 , rt ¢ m

Therefore, using equations (4.31), (4.42), and (4.60), the elements of admittance matrix

[8*] are given by
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- ( _
_ Bri", = {

nn-I
, m ,1}

. (4.62)
0 , m ¢ rz

Comparing equation (4.62) with (4.43), it is observed that

[B°] = — [Y"] · (4·64)

Therefore, the two matrix equations (4.34) and (4.39) which are needed to solve for the

coef'ficients’ vectors Ü and F7 become

[v“+ Y{']r7+ 1/§Ü=P (4.65)

and

Y§r7+[Y‘+ Yf]Ü=”0 . (4.66)

Equations (4.65) and (4.66) can be augmented into one matrix equation

Y" + Y? Y? ü 7__
= . (4.67)Y? Y" + Y? U 0

Equation (4.67) can be solved to yicld the coeflicients’ vectors 17 and Once 17 and Ü

are obtained, the reflection coeflicient, 5,,, and the transmission coefiicient, 5,,, can be

evaluated easily. The evaluation of 5,, is similar to the procedure described in Chapter

3. To reiterate, the magnetic current distribution over the first aperture can be written

as

M, = u, ><
E°|z,_o

= (l + S,,)e„(p)u¢ + ZR,e„(p)u¢ = M,°u¢ (4.68)
n=1
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where R, are the complex amplitudes of the higher order modes generated at the aperture

(unity incident power is assumed). Multiplying both sides by e,(p), then integrating over

the aperture and using orthonormality (3.25), the following result is obtained

21: a
$,1 =_[ _LMi,¤„(p)pdp — 1 - (4-69)

0

Combining equations (4.32) and (4.69)

N 21: a
8,, = M,,e0(p)pdp — 1 . (4.70)

ns, O b

Replacing M, by e„_, and using orthonormality (3.25), 8,, is given by

8,, = V, -1 . (4.71)

Similarly, the magnetic current distribution over the second aperture can be written as

n=l

Following the same procedure used to obtain 8,,, the transmission coetlicient, 8,, can

be obtained .

K d 21r a -$11 = J " 1 I M2,@„(p)pdp - (4-73)
0 0

Combining equations (4.33) and (4.73)
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°° 21: aS., = «"‘·"§:U.] [ M„¢„<p>p4p (4.74)
n,} 0 Ü

Replacing M„ by e„_, and using orthonormality (3.25)

s,, =
U,g”‘·‘*

. (4.75)

A Fortran computer program implementing the formulas derived in this section was

written to compute 5,, and 5,, given /.1* and s*. The computer code is listed in appendix

III. Later, in section 4.3, the results of computer simulation experiments are presented.

The purpose of these experiments is to test the sensitivity of the technique to various

parameters and to predict its performance.

4.2.2 Computativn of 6:* and/or ;1* given 5,, and /or 5,,:

I
As mentioned earlier, e* can be computed from either the reflection coeflicient,

5,,(jw), or the transmission coefficient, 5,,, if u* is known.

If 5,,(jw) is measured, then the complex permittivity is computed from equation

(4.71) along with the matrix equation (4.67). The solution is obtained iteratively by

rninimizing the following function (see equation (4.71))

j](e·) = |S,, — V, + 1| (4.76)

subject to the matrix equation (4.67). An initial guess is assumed, then the coeflicients

V,,’s and U,,'s are computed directly by solving the matrix equation (4.67) using Gaussian

elimination. Only V, is needed to computej(a*) and then to update the value of6* using

Powell's hybrid method [55]. Using the updated value of e*, the coefiicients Kfs and

U,,'s are again solved for by Gaussian elimination and V, is used to compute another
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updated value of6*. This iterative process is repeated until the value ofj](6*) is less than

the desired tolerance. _

U If 5,, is to be used for the computation of 6* given ;i*, the solution is obtained by

minimizing the following objective function (see equation (4.75)):

M6') = us,. - v„ä"·"¤ (4-77)

subject to the matrix equation (4.67). The same iterative procedure described above is

used to compute 6*, however, here only U, is needed, not V,.

lf the goal is to compute ;4* assuming 6* to be known, the same discussion above

applies. However, now the iteration is performed on u* instead of 6* and the above

objective functions to be minimized are functions of u*, 6*, because 6* is now assumed

to be known. 6

lf a combined reflection · transmission measurement is performed, then, both 5,, ·

and 5,, can be used to compute 6* and ;4*. In this case, both equations (4.71) and (4.75)

along with the matrix equation (4.67) must be used to solve for 6* and ;4*. This can b

achieved by minimizing the following objective function:

M6', 6*) = 1s,, — V, + Ilz +16,, - Ul€/K°d|2 (4.78)

subject to the matrix equation (4.67). The same iterative process described earlier is used

to compute 6* and p* except ,now, the iteration is performed on both 6* and p* and

both U, and V, are needed to update the values of 6* and ;i*. However, as will be dem-

onstrated in the next section the practical computation of both 6* and ;i* is very difficult

since both the reflection and transmission coefficients are very insensitive to the vari-

ation in the permeability except around the resonant frequencies. In other words,

varying the permeability considerably causes a very small variation in 5,, and 5,,. Con-

sequently, the rninimization process fails to converge to the global minimum for an ini-
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tial guess unless that initial guess is extremely close to the actual values. Nevertheless,

the assumption that the permeability of dielectric materials to be unity is a reasonable

assumption. The main parameter which characterizes dielectric materials is the complex

permittivity which can be computed from either 5,, or 5,,, as discussed above.

4.3 Computer Simulation:

In this section, the results of computer simulation experiments performed to test the

senisitivity of the reflection and transmission coefficients to varying the dimensions of the

WDFC sample holder and the dielectric material's properties. From the results of these

experiments predictions concerning the performance of the WDFC can be made. These

experiments are the following:

(I) Varying the diameter of the WDFC:

In this experiment, the effect of varying the diameter of the WDFC on the magnitude

and phase of S,,(jw) and 5,,(jw) is considered. Diameters of 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm were

used. The other parameters are as followsz thickness = 0.025 cm, s’,= 5,
p’,=l

,

s", = p", = 0. Figures (4.3) and (4.4) show the magnitude and phase of 5,,(jw) while fig-

ures (4.5) and (4.6) show the magnitude and phase of 5,,(jw). It can be noticed from the

figures that varying the diameter mainly affects the resonance due to the radial dimen~

sion. It is desirable to choose the diameter of such that the radial resonance is outside

the bandwidth of interest.

(2) Varying the thickness:

Figures (4.7) · (4.10) show the graphs of 5,,(jw) and 5,,(jw), magnitude and phase,

demonstrating the effect of varying the thickness of the WDFC. Thickness values of
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0.025 cm, 0.05 cm, and 0.075 cm were used. The other parameters were: diameter = l

cm, s’,= 5 ,
11’,=

1, c",= 11", = 0 . lt is observed from the figures that both 5,,(/w) and

5,,(jw) change considerably if the thickness is changed. Therefore, the thickness must

be known precisely in order to obtain accurate results.

(3) Varying the complex permittivity s*, :

Figures (4.11) - (4.14) show the graphs of 5,,(jw) and S,,(jw), magnitude and phase, ·

corresponding to values of s', of 3, 5, and 7; the other parameters of the WDFC being:

diameter = 1 cm, thickness = 0.025 cm, 11',= 1, s" = 11" = 0. lt is observed that both

5,, and 5,, are sensitive to the change in the dielectric constant. lt is further noticed that

lower dielectric constants are easier to estimate over a wider bandwidth than higher

dielectric constants. The reason is that the higher the dielectric constant, the faster the

rate of change of 5,, and 5,, .

The effect of varying the dielectric loss is displayed in figures (4.15) - (4.18). As

expected, the resonance diminishes with higher losses. An important observation is that

the change in 5,, and 5,, are not considerable if the losses are very low. Consequently,

when characterizing materials with very low losses, extreme precision in the measure-

ment of 5,,(jw) and /or 5,,(iw) is necessary.

(4) Varying the complex permeability, 11*, :

The graphs of5,,(jco) and 5,,(jw) corresponding to values of 11', of 3, 5, and 7 are shown

in figures (4.19) - (4.22). The other WDFC parameters were chosen to be: a', = 5, di-

ameter = 1 cm, thickness = 0.025 cm, and s",=11",=0. The effect of varying the

magnetic loss (11",=0.l, 1, 3) is shown in figures (4.23) - (4.26), 11', was taken to be

unity and the other parameters were the same as above. lt is observed from these figures

that neither 5,, nor 5,, is sensitive to varying the complex permeability. ln other words,

changing 11*, considerably causes a very small change in 5,, and 5,, except around the
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resonance frequencies. Therefore, it is concluded that estimating the complex

permeability using this configuration is very difficult.

4.4 Measurement Teclmique and Experimental Results:

The experimental setup used to measure S,, and S,, is the time domain setup shown

in figure (4.27). The devices shown in the figure were described in Chapter 3, section

3.4.

wD1=c
Pulse Generator Sampler Sampler

Sampling _
Oscilloscope

Figure 4.27: The experimental setup.
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The procedure to measure the reflection coeflicient, 5,,, was presented in Chapter 3,

section 3.4. Figure (4.28) shows the phase of 5,, of a sample measurement while figure

(4.29) shows the magnitude of 5,,.

To measure the transmission coeflicient, 5,,, first, the WDFC is removed to acquire

a reference waveform, v,,,,(t), as shown in figure (4.30a). Then, the response waveform,

v,„,(r) , is acquired with the WDFC in its place as shown in figure (4.30b).

Pulse Generator Sampler

I —~(a)
YMVU)

WDFC
Pulse Generator sampler————A

”~·<“
fb)

Figure 4.30: Measurement of reference and response waveforms to compute S,,(jw)

Figures (4.31) and (4.32) show the reference and response waveforms of a sample

measurement. S,,(jw) is then given by

Vrzspow)
S (jw) =—-— (4.79)21 Vrefr(/0))

where V„,,(jw) and K„,(jw) are the Fourier transforms of v„,,(z) and v,„,(z), respectively.

The complete fast Fourier transform (CFFT) method [54] is used to compute the Fourier
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transforms since v,,,,(r) and v,„,(t) are step - like waveforms. Figure (4.33) shows the

phase of 8,,(iw) while figure (4.34) shows the magnitude for a sample measurement.

The Tektronix SPS-Basic computer program listed in appendix VI was used to en-

able the data acquisition and to compute 8,, and 8,, . An experiment was performed

using teflon, which is known to have a dielectric constant of 2.1, to verify the technique.

The experimental setup described above was used to measure both 8,,(}w) and S,,(jw).

Then, the computer program listed in appendix IV was used to compute the complex

permittivity. The WDFC was formed by using a disk sample of the material to be

characterized cut precisely to fit in between two APC-7 connectors. This only approxi-

mates the WDFC structure because of the presence of air gaps between the disk sample

and the the walls of the APC-7 connectors forming the cavity. This source of error

would be avoided if the cavity walls were molded or deposited on the sample. It has

been assumed that ;f*, = l which is a reasonable assumption. Figure (4.35) shows the

dielectric constant using 8,,(jw) and S,,(jw) while figure (4.36) shows the loss s". lt is

observed that the computed dielectric constant using 8,,(jw) matches that obtained from

8,,(iw) which is close to the known value (2.1). The loss, s," shown in figure (4.36) is

not accurate because of the same reasons discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.5.2; the main

reason being that the conductor losses were not taken into account which are important

when trying to measure the loss of very low loss materials.

Attempts were made to compute both the perrnittivity and the permeability simul-

taneously. However, as was expected in section 4.3, these attempts failed to yield good

results. The reason being the insensitivity of 8,,(jw) and 8,,(jw) to variations in the

permeability which makes it very difficult to obtain reliable results.
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4.5 Conclusion:

This chapter presented the concept and analysis ofa wideband dielectric filled cavity

(WDFC) placed between two transmission lines to be used for dielectric characteriza-

tion. This arrangement enables the mcasurcmént of both the reflection, S„(jw), and the

transmission coeflicient, S„(jw), from either of which the complex permittivity can be

computed. ln the analysis, higher order modes were taken into account and the solution

was obtained using the method of moments.

The results of computer simulation experiments performed to test the sensitivity of

the technique to various parameters of the WDFC as well as to test its performance were

presented. lt was concluded that even if a combined reflection-transmission measure-

ment is performed, the computation of the complex permeability is very difficult. This

is due to the fact that both the reflection and transmission coefiicients are rather insen-

sitive to variations in the permeability except around the resonance frequencies. As far

as the dimensions of the WDFC are concemed, it is desirable to choose the diameter

such that the first resonance due to the radial dimension is outside the bandwidth of in-

terest.

The time-domain measurement set up used to measure S,,(/w) and S„(jw) was de-

scribed. The results of an experiment, performed in the time domain, to compute the

complex permittivity ofa teflon sample were also presented. The dielectric constant was

computed successfully from both S„(jw) and S,,(jw) However, the estimate of the loss

(s",) was inaccurate due to the fact that these materials have very low losses. Conse-

quently, in order to obtain accurate results for ez", the conductor losses must be taken

into account, particularly, the losses in the cavity walls. Also, a very precise measure-

ment setup must be used. The main source of error in these experiments is the presence

ofair gaps between the cavity walls, which was formed using two APC-7 connectors, and
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the dielectric sample. This source of error can be avoided if the cavity walls are molded

or deposited on the dielectric sample.
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Chapter 5

This thesis summarized the work done towards developing a dielectric filled cylin-

drical cavity to be used for dielectric characterization over the frequency range 50 MHz

— 15 GHz. This cavity structure was referred to as Wideband Dielectric Filled Cavity

(WDFC). Two configurations were investigated:

l. The WDFC was adapted to the end of a transmission and the reflection coeflicient
‘

was measured. The complex permittivity was then derived from the reflection coef-

ficient information.

2. The WDFC was placed between two transmission lines. The complex permittivity

is then derived from either the reflection coeflicient, S,,(jw), or the transmission co-

eflicient, S„(jw).

The cavity walls can be molded or deposited on the dielectric sample to eliminatepossi-ble

air gaps between the sample and the conductor walls of the cavity.

The full field analysis for these configurations was carried out to establish there-

lationship between the the complex permittivity and the reflection coefficient or the

transmission coefiicient. The solutions were obtained using the method of moments.

Computer simulation experiments were performed to test the sensitivity of S,,(jw) and

S,,(jw) to different parameters of the WDFC, and to predict the performance of each

configuration. Furthermore, the time-domain experimental setups used to measure the
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reflection and transmission coefiicients were described. These configurations were used

to characterize some known materials for verification purposes. The first configuration

was also used to characterize two thick film materials: the DuPont 5704 thick film

dielectric paste and the DuPont PCM dielectric paste.

The dielectric constant was estimated satisfactorily using both configurations.
C

However, the dielectric loss estimates were not accurate because those materials were

very low loss materials. Therefore, extreme precision in the measurement of the re-

flection and transmission coefiicients is required to obtain reliable loss estimates for such

materials. Moreover, the conductor losses must be taken into account in the analysis,

particularly, the losses in the cavity walls.

Attempts were made to compute the permeability in addition to the perrnittivity

using the second configuration by performing a combincd reflection · transmission

measurement. These attempts were not successful because of the insensitivity of the

reflection and transmission coefficients to variations in the permeability, as was expected

from the simulation experiments. Nevertheless, the assumption that the permeability
of’

dielectric materials to be unity is valid and very reasonable.
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APPENDICES

Appendix I provides the Fortran computer program listing used to compute the re-

Ilection coeßicient of a wideband dielectric filled cavity (WDFC) adapted to the end of

a transmission line assuming that the complex permittivity of the dielectric material is

known (Program REFCAV).

Appendix II lists the Fortran computer program code used to compute the complex

permittivity of a dielctric material using the WDFC adapted to the end ofa transmission

line from the reflection coefficient information (Program REFCAVOP).
I

Appendix III provides the Fortran computer program listing used to compute the re-

flection and transmission coeflicients of the WDFC placed between two transmission

lines given the complex permittivity and the complex permeability (Program TRCAV).

Appendix IV lists the Fortran computer code used to compute the complex permittivity

and/or the complex permeability of a dielectric material using the WDFC placed be-

tween two transmission Lines from the reflection coeflicient and/or the transmission co-

eflicient (Program TRCAVOP).

Appendix V lists the common subroutines being called by the programs in the above

appendices.

Appendix VI provides the listing of the computer program written in Tektronix

SPS·Basic to enable data acquition in the time domain setup and compute the reilection

/ transmission coefticient (Program ACQRFTR)
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Appendix I: Program REFCAV

The following Fortran program implements the equations derived in Chapter (3) to

compute the reflection coeIIicient of the WDFC which is adapted to the end of a trans-

mission line assuming that the complex permittivity of the dielectric material is known.

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
COMPLEX*l6 Z,ZNUM,ZDEN,.|SM,YA(50,50),YB(50,50),Y(50),
*V(50)
DIMENSION ROOTS(l00),RKCS(S0),CONSB(l00),CONSM(50),
*RESINT(l00,50),ZEROS(100),ARRAY(3),ALP(50),BET(50), FARR( 100),
*SARR(l00)
OPEN( l,FILE= ’REFCAV.INP’,STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN(6,FILE= ’REFCAV.OUT’,STATUS =

’NEW’)

C OPEN(7,FILE = ’REFCAV.ERR’,STATUS =
’NEW’)

C READ THE ROOTS OF THE BESSEL-NEUMANN COMBINATION AND THE
C ROOTS OF ZERO ORDER BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND

DO I I= 1,100
READ( 1,*) ZEROS(I),ROOTS(I)

1 CONTINUE
PI = DACOS(·l.D0)
A = 0.35D0 _
B = 0.I5D0
C = A/B
RADIUS= 1.0D+ 00
D = .0025D0
NMODEA= 13
NEXPFC = NMODEA
NMODEB = 50
EPSO= 1.DO/((36.D+ 11)*PI)
AMU0= PI*4.D-09
SPLITE = DSQRT(EPSO*AMUO)
Y0 = DSQRT(EPSO/AMUO)
ARRAY( 1) = 5.0D0
ARRAY(2) = 7.0D0
ARRAY(3) = 9.0D0
DO 4 I= 1,NEXPFC
XNA= ROOTS(I)
RKI = XNAIB
ARG1= RK1*A
CALL BESSEL(0,XNA,RJOKB)
CALL BESSEL(1,ARG1,R.I 1KA)
CALL ANEUM(0,XNA,RNOKB)
CALL ANEUM(1,ARG1,RNlKA)
ALPHAN = A*(RJOKB*RN lKA·RNOKB*R.I IKA)
ALP(l) = ALPHAN
ALPHA2= ALPHAN*ALPHAN
CALL BESSEL(I,XNA,R.IlKB)
CALL ANEUM(1,XNA,RN1KB)
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BETAN = B*(RJOKB*RN1KB—RNOKB*RJIKB)
BET(1) = BETAN
BETA2= BETAN*BETAN
DEN = DSQRT(PI*(ALPHA2-BETA2))
CONSM(1)= l.D0/DEN

4 CONTINUE
DO 13 I=1,NMODEA

RKCS(I) = ROOTS(1)*ROOTS(1)/(B*B)
13 CONTINUE

DO 14 1=l,NMODEB
XMNB =ZEROS(1)
CALL BESSEL(I,XMNB,FT)
CONSB(1) = 2.D0*DSQRT(P1)/(RADIUS*FT)

I4 CONTINUE
CONSO= I.D0/DSORT(2.D0*P1*DLOG(C))
DO 21=l,NMODEB

XNB = ZEROS(1)
RK2= XNB/RADIUS
ARG2A = RK2*A
ARGZB = RK2*B
CALL BESSEL(0,ARG2A,RJKBA)
CALL BESSEL(0,ARG2B,RJKBB)
FARR(I) = RJKBA
SARR(1) = RJKBB

2 CONTINUE
DO 171=1,NMODEB
RK2= ZEROS(1)/RADIUS
RES1NT(I,1) = CONSD*CONSB(I)*(SARR(I)·FARR(I))/RK2

DO 17 J = 2,NEXPFC
RKI = ROOTS(J)/B‘
VAL= CONSM(J)*CONSB(1)/(RKI*RK1-RK2*RK2)
RES1NT(1,J) = VAL*RK2*(FARR(1)*ALP(J)-SARR(1)*BET(J))

17 CONTINUE
DO 7 I= LNEXPFC

Y(1) = 0.D0
7 CONTINUE

Y(l) = 2.D0*Y0
EPSP = 9.DD
EPSDP =0.D0.
WRITE(6,l50) EPSP

150 FORMAT(2X,’EPSP=
’,F

10.3)
DO 99 1W= 1,100
W= 2.DD*PI*1W*100.D+ 06
FREQ = W* l.D·09/(2.D0*PI) ·
WRITE(*,*) ’FREQUENCY (GHZ) = ’,FREQ
CALL REGA(YD,SPL1TE,W,EPSO,RKCS,NMODEA,NEXPFC,YA)
CALL REGB(D,RAD1US,AMUO,EPSO,W,NMODEB,NEXPFC,

* ZEROS,YA,EPSP,EPSDP,RESINT,YB)
CALL GAUSS(NEXPFC,YB,Y,V)
RDR = DREAL(V(1))-1.D0
R01= D1MAG(V(1))

C COMPUTE THE CAPACITANCE
C JSM = DCMPLX(0.DD,1.D0)
C TRI = 1.D0-RDR
C TR2=1.DO+ROR
C ZNUM = DCMPLX(TR2,RDI) ·
C ZDEN = DCMPLX(TR1,-ROI) '
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C Z = ZNUM/ZDEN
C ZREAL= Z
C ZIMAG = -JSM*Z
C ZMAG= 50.D0*DSQRT(ZREAL"'ZREAL+ ZIMAG*ZIMAG)
C ZPHASE = DATAN2(ZIMAG,ZREAL)
C ZPHASE = ZPHASE*180.D0/PI
C CMAG = 1.D0/(ZMAG*W)
C WRITE(6,97) FREQ,ZMAG,ZPHASE,CMAG
C97 FORMAT(4(2X,E15.8))

RMAG = DSQRT(ROR"'ROR + ROI*ROI)
DUMMY= ROI/ROR
PHASE = DATAN(DUMMY)
PHASE= 180.D0*P1IASE/PI
IF(ROR.LT.0.D0) PHASE= 180.D0+ PHASE
IF(ROR.GT.0.D0.AND.ROI.LT.0.DO) PHASE= PHASE+ 360.DO
WRITE(6,15) FREQ,RMAG,PHASE

15 FORMAT(F12.5,2(2X,F12.5))
99 CONTINUE

STOP
END

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE ELEMENTS OF
C THE MATRIX REPRESENTING THE TRANSMISSION LINE REGION

C
SUBROUTINE REGA(Y0,SPLITE,W,EPSO,RKCS,NMODEA,NEXPFC,YA)
IMPLICIT REAL°8 (A-I—I,O·Z)
COMPLEX"'16 JSM,SUM,YMN,RKMN,ARSQ,YA(50,50)
DIMENSION RKCS(50)
RK = W*SPLITE
RKS = RK*RK
YA( 1,1) = Y0
NA= NEXPFC-1
IF(NMODEA.LT.NEXPFC) NA= NMODEA·1
DO 1 I=1,NA
J=I+l
ARSQ = RKS·RKCS(I)
RKMN = CDSQRT(ARSQ)
YMN = W*EPSO/RKMN
YA(J,.1) = YMN

1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C SUBROUTINE REGB EVALUATES THE MATRIX ELEMENTS REPRESENTING
C THE CAVITY REGION. IT ALSO COMPUTES THE MATRIX TO BE USED
C IN THE GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION ROUTINE (SUBROUTINE GAUSS). ‘

C
CC

SUBROUTINE REGB(D,RAD|US,AMUO,EPSO,W,NMODEB,NEXPFC,
*ZEROS,YA,EPSP,EPSDP,RESINT,YB)
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IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O-Z)
COMPLEX*16 JSM,KZD,EPSB,KDSQ,SUMB,ARR(100),
*YA(50,50),YB(50,50)

- DIMENSION RESINT( l00,50),ZEROS(l00)
JSM = DCMPLX(0.D0, l.D0)
EPSB = DCMPLX(EPSP,·EPSDP)*EPS0
KDSQ= W*W*EPSB*AMU0
DO l I= l,NMODEB
XMNB= ZEROS(I)
KZD = CDSQRT(KDSO-((XMNB/RADIUS)°(XMNB/RADIUS)))
ARR(I) = JSM*W*(EPSB*CDCOS(KZD*D)/(KZD*CDSlN(KZD*D)))

l CONTINUE
DO 2 I= LNEXPFC
DO 2 J = l,NEXPFC
SUMB = 0.DO
DO 3 L= l,NMODEB

SUMB = SUMB + ARR(L)*RESINT(L,I)*RESlNT(L,J)
3 CONTINUE

YB(I,J) = -SUMB
2 CONTINUE

DO 4I=1,NEXPFC
DO 4 J= l,NEXPFC ,

YB(I,J) = YA(I,J) + YB(I,J)
4 CONTINUE ·

RETURN
END
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Appendix II: Program REFCAVOP

The following Fortran program implements the equations derived in chapter (3) to

computc the complex permittivity of a dielectric material using the WDFC which is

adapted to the end of a transmission line given the reIIection coeflicient.

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·II,O-Z)
COMPLEX* I6 Z,ZNUM,ZDEN,.ISM,YA(25,25),YB(25,25),Y(25)
COMMON / BLOCK / RESlNT(I00,25),ZEROS(I00),Y0,YA,
*D,ROR,ROI,RADlUS,AMUO,EPSO,NMODEB,NEXPFC,EPS
COMMON / BLK / Y
DIMENSION ROOTS(I00),RKCS(25).CONSB(100),CONSM(25),

*ALP(25),BET(25),FARR( 100),SARR( 100)
OPEN( I,FILE = 'RFCAVEPS.INP’,STATUS = ’OLD’)
OPEN(2,FILE = ’RFCAVEPS.SI IZSTATUS = ’OLD’)
OPEN(6,FILE = ’RFCAVEPS.EPS',STATUS = ’NEW’)
OPEN(7,FILE = ’RFCAVEPS.ERR',STATUS = ’NEW’) _

C WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER THE RADIUS (IN CM) OF THE INNER CONDUCTOR’
C READ(*,*) B
C WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER THE RADIUS (IN CM) OF THE OUTER CONDUCTOR.’
C READ(*,*) A

WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER THE RADIUS (IN CM) OF THE SAMPLE HOLDER’
READ(*,*) RADIUS
WRITE(‘°,*) ’ENTER THE SAMPLE TI·IICKNESS (IN CM)’
READ(*,°) D
WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS’
READ(*,*) NP
WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER AN ESTIMATE OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT’
READ(*,°) EPS

C READ THE ROOTS OF THE BESSEL·NEUMANN COMBINATION AND THE
C ROOTS OF ZERO ORDER BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND

DO I I= 1,100
READ(l,*) ZEROS(I),ROOTS(I)

1 CONTINUE
PI = DACOS(·l.D0)
A= 0.35DO ·
B = 0.l5D0
C = A/B
NMODEA= I3
NEXPFC = NMODEA

C NMODEB = NMODEA°(RADIUS/A)
NMODEB = 50
EPSO= I.D0/((36.D+ ll)*PI)
AMUO= PI*4.D-09
SPLITE = DSQRT(EPSO*AMUO)
Y0 = DSORT(EPSO/AMUO)
DO 4 I= LNEXPFC
XNA = ROOTS(1)
RKI = XNA/B
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ARG1 = RKI *A
CALL BESSEL(0,XNA,RJOKB)
CALL BESSEL(I,ARGI,RJIKA)
CALL ANEUM(0,XNA,RNOKB)
CALL ANEUM(I,ARGI,RNIKA)
ALPHAN = A*(RJOKB"'RNIKA-RNOKB*RJIKA)

‘

ALP(I) = ALPIIAN
ALPHA2= ALPHAN*ALPHAN
CALL BESSEL( I,XNA,RJIKB)
CALL ANEUM( l,XNA,RNIKB)
BETAN= B"'(RJOKB*RNlKB·RNOKB*RJ IKB)
BET(I) = BETAN
BETA2= BETAN*BETAN
DEN = DSQRT(PI*(ALPHA2~BETA2))
CONSM(I) = l.D0/DEN

4 CONTINUE
DO I3 I= I,NMODEA

RKCS(1)= ROOTS(I)*ROOTS(I)/(B*B)
I3 CONTINUE

DO I4 I= l,NMODEB
XMNB = ZEROS(I)
CALL BESSEL(I,XMNB,FT) '
CONSB(I) = 2.D0*DSQRT(PI)/(RADIUS*FT)

I4 CONTINUE
CONS0 = I.D0/DSQRT(2.D0*PI*DLOG(C))
DO 2 I= I,NMODEB
XNB = ZEROS(I)
RK2= XNB/RADIUS
ARG2A = RK2*A
ARGZB = RK2*B
CALL BESSEL(0,ARG2A,RJKBA)
CALL BESSEL(0,ARG2B,RJKBB)
FARR(I) = RJKBA
SARR(I)= RJKBB

2 CONTINUE
DO 17 I= I,NMODEB

RK2= ZEROS(I)/RADIUS
RESINT(I, I) = CONSO°CONSB(I)*(SARR(I)~FARR(I))/RK2

DO 17 J = 2,NEXPFC
RKI = ROOTS(J)/B
VAL= CONSM(J)*CONSB(I)/(RKI*RK I-RK2*RK2)
RESINT(I,J)= VAL*RK2*(FARR(I) *ALP(J)·SARR(I)*BET(J))

I7 CONTINUE
N = 2
DO 19 I= 2,NEXPFC
Y(I) = 0.DO

I9 CONTINUE
Y(I) = 2.D0*Y0
DO 99 IW= I,NP

READ(2,*) FREQ,RMAG,PHASE
WRITE(*,*) ’FREQUENCY (GHZ) = ’,FREQ
W = 2.D0*Pl*FREQ* 1.D + O9
PHASE = PHASE*PI/I80.D0
ROR = RMAG*DCOS(PIIASE)
ROI = RMAG*DSIN(PHASE)
CALL REGA(Y0,SPLITE,W,EPSO,RKCS,NMODEA,NEXPFC,YA)
CALL EPSLN(N,W,EPSP,EPSDP,1ER)
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WRITE(6,IS) FREO,EPSP,EPSDP
IS FORMAT(FIS.8,2(2X,lPEl6.6),I4)
99 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE ·

STOP
„ END

E••·•·•·•·•··•••••-·•••••••••••••--•-•••··•-•·•-•••-•-•-•••••••·•-••••·•--••••••••-•-••••••-•-••••·•

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE ELEMENTS OF
C THE MATRIX REPRESENTING THE TRANSMISSION LINE REGION

l E••••••••••-•-•••·•-••••••••••••-••••••••••••·•-•••-•••••+·•••••••••••••••••••••

C
SUBROUTINE REGA(Y0,SPLITE,W,EPSO,RKCS,NMODEA,NEXPFC,YA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-I·I,O-Z)
COMPLEX* I6 JSM,SUM,YMN,RKMN,ARSQ,YA(2S,2S)
DIMENSION RKCS(S0)
RK=W*SPLITE
RKS= RK*RK
YA(I,I)= Y0
NA= NEXPFC-1
IF(NMODEA.LT.NEXPFC) NA = NMODEA—I
DO l I= I,NA
J=I+I
ARSQ= RKS-RKCS(I)
RKMN= CDSQRT(ARSQ)
YMN=W*EPSO/RKMN -
YA(J,J)= YMN

1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

E••••-•••••••••-•••-•-•••-••••••••••••••••·•-•-•••-•••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE CALLS SUBROUTINE POWELL TO
C MINIMIZE THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO YIELD THE COMPLEX
C PERMITTIVITY.
E••••-•·••••••••-••••-••·•-•-••••·•·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••¢•••••••••

C
SUBROUTINE EPSLN(N,OMEGA,EPSP,EPSDP,IER)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O·Z)
COMPLEX*l6 YA(25,25)
COMMON / BLOCK / RESINT(l00,2S),ZEROS(I00),Y0,YA,
°'D,ROR,ROI,RADIUS,AMUO,EPSO,NMODEB,NEXPFC,EPS
DIMENSION X(2),F(2)
X(I)= EPS
X(2)= l.D-05
STEP= 0.0lD0
ACC= I.D·lS
MAXFUN= S0 °

DMAX = l0.D0
CALL POWELL(N,OMEGA,X,F,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IER)
EPSP= X(I)
EPSDP= X(2) _
RETURN
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END

C
C SUBROUTINE REGB EVALUATES THE MATRIX ELEMENTS REPRESENTING
C THE CAVITY REGION. IT ALSO COMPUTES THE MATRIX TO BE USED
C IN THE GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION ROUTINE (SUBROUTINE GAUSS).
S••••••¢·•·••••••••-•·•••••••••-••••·•·»•·•••·•••••••·•-••·••-••••••-••••••••••••••••-¢

C
SUBROUTINE REGB(W,EPSP,EPSDP,YB)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O-Z)
COMPLEX*l6 JSM,KZD,EPSB,KDSQ,SUMB,ARR(100),
*YA(25,25),YB(2S,2S)
COMMON / BLOCK / RESINT(l00,25),ZEROS(100),Y0,YA,
*D,ROR,ROI,RADIUS,AMUO,EPSO,NMODEB,NEXPFC,EPS
JSM = DCMPLX(0.D0,l.D0)
EPSB = DCMPLX(EPSP,·EPSDP) *EPSO
KDSQ = W*W*EPSB*AMU0
DO 1 I=1,NMODEB
XMNB=ZEROS(I)
KZD= CDSQRT(KDSQ·((XMNB/RADIUS)*(XMNB/RADIUS)))
ARR(I)=JSM*W*(EPSB*CDCOS(KZD*D)/(KZD*CDSIN(KZD*D)))

1 CONTINUE
DO 2 I= l,NEXPFC
DO 2 J=1,NEXPFC
SUMB= 0.D0

_ DO 3 L= LNMODEB -
SUMB = SUMB + ARR(L)*RESINT(L,I)*RESINT(L,J)

3 CONTINUE
YB(I,J)= -SUMB

E

2 CONTINUE
DO 4 I= l,NEXPFC
DO 4 J = LNEXPFC
YB(IJ)= YA(I,J)+ YB(I,.I)

4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C .
C SUBROUTINE FUNC EVALUATES THE VLUES OF THE ERROR FUNCTION.
C IT CALLS SUBROUTINE REGB.

C
SUBROUTINE FUNC(W,X,F)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O·Z)
COMPLEX*l6 YB(25,25),YA(25,25),EPSB,AMUB,Y(25),YX(25)
COMMON / BLOCK / RESINT(l00,25),ZEROS(l00),Y0,YA,
*D,ROR,ROI,RADIUS,AMUO,EPSO,NMODEB,NEXPFC,EPS
COMMON / BLK / Y
DIMENSION F(2),X(2)
EPSP= X(l)
EPSDP= X(2)
CALL REGB(W,EPSP,EPSDP,YB)
CALL GAUSS(NEXPFC,YB,Y,YX)
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F(1) = DREAL(YX( l))~ROR-1.D0
F(2) = DIMAG(YX( 1))-ROI
RETURN
END
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Appendix III: Program TRCAV

The following Fortran program implements the equations derived in Chapter (4) to

compute the reflection coeflicient of the WDFC which is placed between two trans-

mission lines assuming that the complex permittivity of the dielectric material is known.

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A~H,O·Z)
COMPLEX*16 YA(25,25),YlB(25,25),Y2B(25,25),
*AUG(50,50),V(50),Y(50),JSM
DIMENSION ROOTS(100),RKCS(25),CONSB(100),CONSM(25),

*RES1NT( 100,25),ZEROS( 100),ARRAY(3),ALP(25),BET(25),FARR( 100),
*SARR(100)
OPEN( l,FILE= ’TRANSCAV.INP’,STATUS = ’OLD’)
OPEN(6,FILE = ’TRANSCAV.OUT’,STATUS = ’NEW')
OPEN(7,F1LE = ’TRANSCAV.ERR’,STATUS = ’NEW’)

C READ THE ROOTS OF THE BESSEL·NEUMANN COMBINATION AND THE
C ROOTS OF ZERO ORDER BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND

.DO 1 1= 1,100
READ( 1,*) ZEROS(I),ROOTS(I)

1 CONTINUE
ARRAY(l)=0.lD0
ARRAY(2) = 1.0d0
ARRAY(3) = 3.0D0
P1= DACOS(·l.D0)
JSM = DCMPLX(0.D0,1.D0)
A= 0.35D0
B = 0.15DO
C = A/B
RADIUS = 0.75D + 00
D = .025D0
NMODEA = 10
NEXPFC = NMODEA

C NMODEB = NMODEA*(RADIUS/A)
NMODEB = 50
EPSO= I.D0/((36.D+ 11)*PI)
AMU0= PI*4.D-09
SPLITE= DSQRT(EPSO*AMUO)
Y0 = DSQRT(EPSO/AMUO)
DO 4 I= LNEXPFC
XNA= ROOTS(1)
RKI = XNA/B
ARG1 = RK 1*A
CALL BESSEL(0,XNA,RJOKB) .
CALL BESSEL(1,ARG1,RJ IKA)

‘

CALL ANEUM(0,XNA,RNOKB)
CALL ANEUM(1,ARG1,RNlKA)
ALPHAN=A*(RJOKB*RNlKA·RNOKB*RJIKA)
ALP(I) =ALPHAN.
ALPHA2 = ALPHAN*ALPHAN
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CALL BESSEL(l,XNA,RJ IKB)
CALL ANEUM(1,XNA,RN1KB)
BETAN = B*(RJOKB*RNIKB-RNOKB*RJ1KB)
BET(I) = BETAN
BETA2= BETAN*BETAN
DEN = DSQRT(P1*(ALPHA2·BETA2))
CONSM(I)= I.D0/DEN

4 CONTINUE
DO 13 I= I,NMODEA

RKCS(I) = ROOTS(I)*ROOTS(I)/(B*B)
I3 CONTINUE

DO 14 I= l,NMODEB
XMNB = ZEROS(I)
CALL BESSEL(l,XMNB,FT)
CONSB(I) = 2.D0*DSORT(PI)/(RADIUS*FT)

I4 CONTINUE
CONSO= 1.D0/DSORT(2.D0*PI*DLOG(C))
DO 2 I=1.N1\/IODEB
XNB = ZEROS(I)
RK2= XNB/RADIUS
ARGZA = RK2*A
ARGZB = RK2*B
CALL BESSEL(0,ARG2A,RJKBA)
CALL BESSEL(0,ARG2B,R.IKBB)
FARR(I) = RJKBA
SARR(I) = RJKBB

2 CONTINUE
DO 17 I= l,NMODEB „

E
·

RK2= ZEROS(I)/RADIUS
RES1NT(I,1) = CONSO*CONSB(I)*(SARR(I)-FARR(I))/RK2

DO 17 J = 2,NEXPFC
RI{1= ROOTS(.1)/B
VAL= CONSM(.I)*CONSB(I)/(RK I *RK I-RK2*RK2)
RESINT(I,J) = VAL*RK2*(FARR(I)*ALP(J)-SARR(I)*BET(J))

17 CONTINUE
N = 2*NEXPFC
EPSP = 5
AMUP = 1.D0
AMUDP = 0.D0
EPSDP = 0.d0
DO 7 I= 2,N -

Y(I) = 0.D0
7 CONTINUE

Y(1) = 2.D0*Y0
DO 99 IW= 1,100

W = 2.D0*PI*IW* 100.D+ 06
FREQ = W" I .D·09/(2.D0*PI)
WRITE(*,*) ’FREQUENCY (GHZ) = ’,FREQ
CALL REGA(Y0,SPLITE,W,EPSO,RKCS,NMODEA,NEXPFC,YA)
CALL REGB(D,RADIUS,AMUO,EPSO,W,NMODEB,NEXPFC,

* ZEROS,EPSP,EPSDP,AMUP,AMUDP,RESINT,Y1B,Y2B)
DO 18 I=1,NEXPFC
DO 18 J= I,NEXPFC

AUG(l,J) = YA(I,.I) + Y1B(I,J)
AUG(I,J + NEXPFC) = Y2B(1,.I)
AUG(I + NEXPFCJ) = ·Y2B(1,.I)
AUG(I + NEXPFCJ + NEXPFC)= -AUG(I,J)
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18 CONTINUE
CALL GAUSS(N,AUG,Y,V)
Sl lR= DREAL(V(1))·1.D0
Sl1I= DIMAG(V(1))
V(1 + NEXPFC) = V(l + NEXPFC)*CDEXP(JSM*W*SPLITE*D)
S2IR = DREAL(V(1 + NEXPFC))
S2lI = DIMAG(V(1+ NEXPFC))
SI1MAG=DSQRT(Sl1R*Sl1R+Sl1I*S11I)
S21MAG= DSQRT(S21R*S21R + S2lI*S211)
SlIPHA=(DATAN2(S1lI,S1lR))*l80.D0/PI
S21 PHA =(DATAN2(S21I,S21R))*180.DO/PI
WRITE(6,l5) FREQ,S1 lMAG,S1 lPHA,S2lMAG,S2lPHA

15 FORMAT(Fl0.5,4(2X,1PE12.5))
99 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE

STOP
END

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE ELEMENTS OF
C THE MATRIX REPRESENTING THE TRANSMISSION LINE REGION
E•••·•••••·•·••·•·•••••••••••••••••·•••·••••-•-••••••-•••••-••••••••••••••·•·••-••-•-•-•

C .
SUBROUTINE REGA(Y0,SPLITE,W,EPSO,RI{CS,NMODEA,NEXPFC,YA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O·Z)
COMPLEX*16 SUM,YMN,RKMN,ARSO,YA(25,25)
DIMENSION RKCS(25)
RI{=W*SPLITE
RKS= RK*RK
YA(1,1)= YO .
NA= NEXPFC·1
IF(NMODEA.LT.NEXPFC) NA= NMODEA-1
DO 1 I=1,NA
J=I+l
ARSQ= RKS-RKCS(I)
RKMN= CDSQRT(ARSQ)
YMN=W*EPSO/RKMN
YA(J,.I)= YMN

1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

E••••••••••••-•••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••-••••

C
C SUBROUTINE REGB EVALUATES THE MATRIX ELEMENTS REPRESENTING
C THE CAVITY REGION (YIB AND Y2B). IT ALSO COMPUTES THE
C MATRIX TO BE USED IN THE GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION ROUTINE
C (SUBROUTINE GAUSS).
E••••-•••••-••-•-•·•••-•••·••••-••••••••••••••-•·•••••••-•-•••••·•·••••••••••••••••••

C
SUBROUTINE REGB(D,RADIUS,AMUO,EPSO,W,NMODEB,NEXPFC,
*ZEROS,EPSP,EPSDP,AMUP,AMUDP,RESINT,YlB,Y2B)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O·Z)
COMPLEX"16 .ISM,KZD,EPSB,KDSQ,ARR1(100),ARR2(100),YlB(25,25),
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*Y2B(25,25),SUMlB,SUM2B,AMUB
DIMENSION RESINT(l00,25),ZEROS(100)
JSM = DCMPLX(0.D0,1.D0)
EPSB = DCMPLX(EPSP,·EPSDP)*EPS0
AMUB = DCMPLX(AMUP,-AMUDP)*AMU0
KDSQ = W*W*EPSB*AMUB -
DO 1 1= LNMODEB
XMNB = ZEROS(I)
KZD = CDSQRT(KDSQ-((XMNB/RADIUS)*(XMNB/RADIUS)))
ARR2(1) = .ISM*W*EPSB/(KZD*CDSIN(KZD*D))
ARR l(I) = ARR2(1)*CDCOS(KZD*D)

1 CONTINUE
DO 2 I= l,NEXPFC
DO 2 .I= 1,NEXPFC

SUM 1B = 0.DO
SUMZB = 0.DO
DO 3 L=1,NMODEB
VAL= RES1NT(L,1)*RES1NT(L,J)
SUMIB = SUMIB + ARR1(L)*VAL
SUMZB= SUMZB + ARR2(L)*VAL

3 CONTINUE
Y1B(1,J)= -SUMlB
Y2B(I,.|) = SUMZB

2 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Appendix IV: Program TRCAVOP

The following Fortran program implements the equations derived in chapter (4) to

compute the complex permittivity and/or the complex permeability of a dielectric mate-

rial using the WDFC which is adapted to the end of a transmission line given the re-

flection coeflicient.

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O·Z)
COMPLEX* I6 YA(20,20),Y(40)
COMMON / BLOCK / RESINT(I00,20),ZEROS(l00),Y0,YA,ISLCT,SPLlTE,
*D,ROR,ROI,RADlUS,AMUO,EPSO,NMODEB,NEXPFC,EPS,AMU,NAUG,TOR,TOI
COMMON / BLK / Y
DIMENSION ROOTS( l00),RKCS(20),CONSB(l00),CONSM(20),
*ALP(20),BET(20),FARR(100),SARR( 100)
WRITE(*,30)

30 FORMAT(lX,’lS IT A REFLECTION MEASUREMENT (ENTER l)’,/,*’
A TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT (ENTER 2)’,/,*’
OR A COMBINED REFLECTION-TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT (ENTER 3)’)

READ(*,*) ISLCT
WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS’ V
READ(*,*) NP
WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER SAMPLE THICKNESS’
READ(*,*) D
WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER SAMPLE RADIUS’
READ(*,*) RADIUS ,
WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER AN ESTIMATE FOR THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT’
READ(*,*) EPS
WRITE(*,*) ’ENTER AN ESTIMATE FOR THE PERMEABILITY’
READ(*,*) AMU

C READ THE ROOTS OF THE BESSEL-NEUMANN COMBINATION AND THE
C ROOTS OF ZERO ORDER BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND

DO 1 I= 1,100
READ(1,*) ZEROS(I),ROOTS(I)

1 CONTINUE
PI = DARCOS(·1.D0)
A= 0.35D0
B = 0. lSD0
C = AlB
NMODEA= 13
NEXPFC = NMODEA
NMODEB = 50
EPSO= 1.D0/((36.D+ 11)*Pl)
AMU0 = PI*4.D-09

· SPLITE = DSQRT(EPSO*AMUO)
Y0 = DSQRT(EPSO/AMUO)
DO 4 I= I,NEXPFC

XNA = ROOTS(l)
RKI = XNA!B
ARG1- = RK1*A
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CALL BESSEL(0,XNA,RJOKB)
CALL BESSEL(1,ARG1,RJ 1 KA)
CALL ANEUM(0,XNA,RNOKB)
CALL ANEU1\/1(1,ARG1,RN 1KA)
ALPHAN = A*(RJOKB*RNIKA-RNOKB*R.I1KA)
ALP(1) = ALPHAN
ALPHA2 = ALPHAN*ALPHAN
CALL BESSEL(1,XNA,RJ IKB)
CALL ANEUM(l,XNA,RN1KB)
BETAN= B*(RJOKB*RN1KB·RNOKB*RJ1KB)
BET(I) = BETAN
BETA2= BETAN*BETAN
DEN = DSQRT(PI*(ALPHA2-BETA2))
CONSM(1)= 1.D0/DEN

4 CONTINUE
DO 13 I=1,NMODEA

RKCS(I) = ROOTS(I)*ROOTS(I)/(B*B)
13 CONTINUE

DO 14 I= 1,NMODEB
XMNB = ZEROS(1)
CALL BESSEL(1,XMNB,FT)
CONSB(1)= 2.D0*DSQRT(PI)/(RAD1US*FT)

14 CONTINUE
CONSO= 1.D0/DSQRT(2.D0*PI*DLOG(C))
DO 2 1= 1,NMODEB
XNB = ZEROS(1)
RK2= XNB/RADIUS
ARGZA = RK2*A
ARG213 = RK2*B .
CALL BESSEL(O,ARG2A,RJKBA)
CALL BESSEL(0,ARG2B,RJKBB)
FARR(1)= RJKBA
SARR(1) = RJKBB

2 CONTINUE ~
DO 17 1=1,NMODEB

RK2= ZEROS(1)/RADIUS
RES1NT(1, 1) = CONSO*CONSB(I)*(SARR(I)·FARR(1))/RK2

DO 17 J = 2,NEXPFC
RK1= ROOTS(J)/B
VAL= CONSM(J)*CONSB(1)/(RK1*RK1·RK2*RK2)
RES1NT(I,J) = VAL*RK2*(FARR(1)*ALP(J)·SARR(l)*BET(J))

17 CONTINUE
NAUG = 2*NEXPFC
N = 2
IF(1SLCT.EQ.3) N = 4
DO 25 I= 2,NAUG
Y(I) = 0.DO

25 CONTINUE
Y(1) = 2.D0*Y0-
DO 99 1W= 1,NP

IF(1SLCT.EQ.3) THEN
READ(2,*) FREQ,RMAG,RP1{A,TMAG,TP11A
W = 2.D0*PI*FREQ*1.D + 09
RPHA= RPHA*P1/180.D0
TPHA = TPHA*P1/180.D0
TPHA = TPHA-W*SPL1TE*D
ROR = RMAG*DCOS(RPHA)
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ROI = RMAG*DSIN(RPHA)
TOR = TMAG*DCOS(TPHA)
TOI = TMAG*DSIN(TPHA)

ELSE
READ(2,*) FREQ,RMAG,RPHA
W= 2.D0*PI*FREQ*1.D+ 09
RPHA= RPHA*PI/180.D0
IF(ISLCT.EQ.2) RPHA= RPIIA-W*SPLITE*D
ROR = RMAG*DCOS(RPHA)
ROI = RMAG*DSIN(RPHA)

ENDIF
WRITE(*,*) ’FREQUENCY IN GHz= ’,FREQ
CALL REGA(Y0,SPLITE,W,EPSO,RKCS,NMODEA,NEXPFC,YA)
CALL EPSLN(N,W,EPSP,EPSDP,AMUP,AMUDP,IER)
IF(ISLCT.EQ.3) THEN

WRITE(6,20) FREQ,EPSP,EPSDP,AMUP,AMUDP,IER
20 FORMAT(Fl0.5,4(2X,lPEl2.5),2X,I2)

ELSE
WRITE(6,2l) FREQ,EPSP,EPSDP,IER

21 FORMAT(Fl0.5,2(2X,lPEI2.5),2X,I2)
ENDIF

99 CONTINUE
STOP
END

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE ELEMENTS OF
C THE MATRIX REPRESENTING THE TRANSMISSION LINE REGION
E••·•·-••••-•-••-••••••••••·••••·•••••••·•-••••••nn••••••••••••••+•••••••••••••

C
SUBROUTINE REGA(YO,SPLITE,W,EPSO,RKCS,NMODEA,NEXPFC,YA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMPLEX*l6 SUM,YMN,RKMN,ARSQ,YA(20,20)
DIMENSION RKCS(20)
RK = W*SPLITE
RKS = RK*RK
YA(l,l)= YO
NA = NEXPFC-1
IF(NMODEA.LT.NEXPFC) NA = NMODEA·1
DO 1 I=1,NA
J=1+1
ARSQ = RKS·RKCS(I)
RKMN = CDSQRT(ARSQ)
YMN = W*EPSO/RKMN
YA(.I.1) = YMN

1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE CALLS SUBROUTINE POWELL TO
C MINIMIZE THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO YIELD THE COMPLEX
C PERMITTIVITY.
C
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CC

SUBROUTINE EPSLN(N,OMEGA,EPSP,EPSDP,AMUP,AMUDP,IER)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
COMPLEX"'16 YA(20,20)
COMMON / BLOCK / RESINT(l00,20),ZEROS(lOO),Y0,YA,ISLCT,SPLITE,
*D,ROR,ROI,RADIUS,AMUO,EPSO,NMODEB,NEXPFC,EPS,AMU,NAUG,TOR,TOI
DIMENSION X(l0),F(10)
EPSP = EPS
EPSDP= 1.D—O5
AMUP= AMU
AMUDP= 1.D-05
X(l) = EPS
X(2) = EPSDP .
IF(ISLCT.EQ.3) THEN
X(3) = AMUP
X(4) = AMUDP

ENDIF
STEP = 0.0001 DO
ACC = l.D-10
MAXFUN = 70
DMAX = l0.DO
CALL POWELL(N,OMEGA,X,F,STEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,lER)
EPSP= X( 1)
EPSDP = X(2)
IF(ISLCT.EQ.3) THEN
AMUP = X(3)
AMUDP= X(4)

ENDIFRETURN

END

C
C SUBROUTINE REGB EVALUATES THE MATRIX ELEMENTS
C REPRESENTING THE CAVITY REGION (YIB AND Y213).
C IT ALSO FORMS THE MATRIX TO BE USED IN THE
C GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION ROUTINE (SUBROUTINE GAUSS).

C
SUBROUTINE REGB(W,EPSP,EPSDP,AMUP,AMUDP,AUG)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O-Z)
COMPLEX*l6 .ISM,KZD,EPSB,KDSQ,ARRl(lOO),ARR2(100),YlB(20,20),
*Y2B(20,20),SUM1B,SUM2B,AMUB,AUG(40,40),YA(20,20)
COMMON / BLOCK / RESINT(100,20),ZEROS(100),Y0,YA,ISLCT,SPLlTE,
*D,ROR,ROI,RADIUS,AMUO,EPSO,NMODEB,NEXPFC,EPS,AMU,NAUG,TOR,TOI
DIMENSION F(l0),X(l0)
JSM = DCMPLX(O.DO,1.DO)
AMUB = DCMPLX(AMUP,~AMUDP)*AMU0
EPSB = DCMPLX(EPSP,-EPSDP)*EPS0
KDSQ = W*W‘°‘EPSB*AMUB
DO 1 I= l,NMODEB
XMNB = ZEROS(I)
KZD = CDSQRT(KDSO-((XMNB/RADIUS)*(XMNB/RAD1US)))
ARR2(I)=JSM*W*EPSB/(KZD*CDS1N(KZD*D))
ARR 1(I) = ARR2(I)*CDCOS(KZD*D)
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1 CONTINUE
DO 2 I= LNEXPFC
DO 2 J=1,NEXPFC
SUM I B = 0.D0
SUMZB = 0.D0
DO 3 L= LNMODEB
VAL= RESINT(L,I)*RESINT(L,.I)
SUMIB = SUMIB +ARR1(L)*VAL
SUMZB = SUMZB + ARR2(L)*VAL

3 CONTINUE
Y1B(I,J) = -SUM1B
Y2B(I,J) = + SUMZB

2 CONTINUE
DO 4 I= l,NEXPFC
DO 4 J= LNEXPFC
AUG(I,J) = YA(I,J) + Y1B(I,J)
AUG(I,J + NEXPFC) = Y2B(I,J)
AUG(I + NEXPFCJ) = -Y2B( IJ)
AUG(1+ NEXPFCJ + NEXPFC) = -AUG(I,J)

4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
C SUBROUTINE FUNC EVALUATES THE VLUES OF THE ERROR FUNCTION.
C IT CALLS SUBROUTINE REGB. V

C
SUBROUTINE FUNC(W,X,F)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z)
COMPLEX*I6 AUG(40,40),EPSB,AMUB,Y(40),YX(40),YA(20,20)
COMMON / BLOCK / RESINT(l00,20),ZEROS(100),Y0,YA,ISLCT,SPLITE,
*D,ROR,ROI,RADlUS,AMUO,EPSO,NMODEB,NEXPFC,EPS,AMU,NAUG,TOR,TOI
COMMON / BLK / Y
DIMENSION F(10),X(I0)
AMUP = l.D0
AMUDP = 0.D0
EPSP = X(1)
EPSDP = X(2)
IF(ISLCT.EQ.3) THEN
AMUP= X(3)
AMUDP = X(4)

ENDIF
CALL RE,GB(W,EPSP,EPSDP,AMUP,AMUDP,AUG)
CALL GAUSS(NAUG,AUG„Y,YX)
IF(ISLCT.EQ.1) THEN

F(1) = DREAL(YX(l))-ROR-l.D0
’ '

F(2) = DIMAG(YX( 1))-ROI
ENDIF
IF(ISLCT.EQ.2) THEN

F(1) = DREAL(YX(1+ NEXPFC))-ROR
F(2) = DIMAG(YX(1+ NEXPFC))-ROI

ENDIF
IF(ISLCT.EQ.3) THEN

F(1) = DREAL(YX(l))-ROR-l.D0
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F(2) = DIMAG(YX( 1))-ROI
F(3) = DREAL(YX(l + NEXPFC))-TOR
F(4) = DIMAG(YX(1 + NEXPFC))·TOI

ENDIF
RETURN
END
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Appendix V: Common Subroutines e

This appendix lists the common subroutines being called by the programs in the above

appendices. These subroutines are: POWELL, GAUSS, BESSEL, ANEUM. Other

routines called by the subroutines in this appendix are also listed.

C
CC

C SUBROUTINE POWELL IMPLEMENTS POWELL’S HYBRID METHOD
C TO SOLVE A NONLINEAR SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS BY MINIMIZING
C AN ERROR FUNCTION.

C
SUBROUTINE POWELL(N,0MEGA,X,F,DSTEP,DMAX,ACC,MAXFUN,IER)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O·Z)
COMMON / BLOCK / YAR(40,40),YAl(40,40),RESINT(l00,40),EXCITR(40),
*ZEROS(100),D,ROR,ROI,RADIUS,AMUO,EPSO,NCOL,NMODEB,NEXPFC
DIMENSION X(82),F(82),AJINV(82,82),W(4000) _

C SET VARIOUS PARAMETERS
MAXC = 0

C MAXC COUNTS THE NUMBER OF CALLS OF FUNC
NT= N + 4
NTEST = NT

C NT AND NTEST CAUSE AN ERROR RETURN IF F(X) DOES NOT DECREASE
DTEST = DFLOAT(N + N)-0.5D0

C DTEST IS USED TO MAINTAIN LINEAR INDEPENDENCE
NX = N*N
NF = NX + N
NW = NF + N
MW = NW + N
NDC = MW + N
ND= NDC +NC

THESE PARAMETERS SEPERATE THE WORKING SPACE ARRAY W
FMIN = 0.D0
DD= 0.D0

”

DSS = DSTE.P*DSTEP
DM = DMAX*DMAX
DMM =4.D0*DM
IS = S
'I'INC= l.D0

1 MAXC= MAXC + I
CALL REGB(N,OMEGA,X,F) ·

C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE
FSQ = 0.D0
DO 2 I= l,N

FSQ = FSQ + F(I)*F(I)
2 CONTINUE
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IF(FSQ-ACC) 300,300,4
300 IER = 0

WRITE(7,400) MAXC,FSO
400 FORMAT(2X,I5,2X,E15.7)
3 RETURN

C TEST FOR ERROR RETURN BECAUSE F(X) DOES NOT DECREASE
4 GO TO (l0,11,lI,I0,1l),IS
10 IF(FSQ-FMIN) 15,20,20
20 IF(DD·DSS) 12,12,11 «
12 NTEST= NTEST-1

IF(NTEST) 13,14,11
14 WRITE(*,16) NT
16 FORMATU//,5X,'ERROR RETURN BECAUSE',I5,’ CALLS OF FUNC FAILED TO

*IMPROVE THE RESIDUALS’)
IER = 1

17 DO 18 I= 1,N
X(I) = W(NX +1)
F(I) = W(NF +1)

18 CONTINUE
FSQ = FMIN
GO TO 3

C ERROR RETURN BECAUSE A NEW JACOBIAN IS UNSUCCESSFUL
13 WRITE(*,19)
19 FORMAT(///,5X,’ERROR RETURN BECAUSE F(X) FAILED TO DECREASE USING

* A NEW JACOBIAN’)
IER = 2
GO TO 17

15 NTEST= NT
C TEST WHETHER THERE HAVE BEEN MAXFUN CALLS OF FUNC

11 IF(MAXFUN-MAXC) 21,21,22
21 WRITE(*,23) MAXC
23 FORMAT(///,5X,’ERROR RETURN BECAUSE THERE HAVE BEEN’,I5/CALLS

*OF FUNC')
IER = 3
1F(FSQ·FMIN) 3,17,17

22 GO TO (27,28,29,87,30),IS
C STORE THE RESULT OF THE INITIAL CALL OF FUNC
30 FMIN = FSQ

DO 31 I= 1,N
W(NX + I) = X(I)
W(NF + I)= F(I)

31 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE A NEW JACOBIAN APPROXIMATION AND SET THE
C DIRETION MATRIX
32 IC= 0

IS = 3
33 IC = IC + 1

X(IC) = X(IC) + DSTEP
GO TO 1

”

29 K = IC
DO 34 I= 1,N
W(K) = (F(I)-W(NF + 1))/DSTEP
K=K+N

34 CONTINUE
X(IC) = W(NX + IC)
lF(IC-N) 33,35,35

C CALCULATE THE INVERSE OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX
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35 K = 0
DO 36 I= 1,N

DO 37 J = 1,N
K=K+1
AJ1NV(1,J) = W(K)
W(ND + K) = 0.DO

37 CONTINUE
W(NDC + K +I)=1.D0
W(NDC + I) = 1.D0 + DFLOAT(N·I)

36 CONTINUE
CALL MATINV(N,AJINV,IFLAG)
IF(IFLAG.EQ.1) THEN

WRITE(*,100) IFLAG
100 FOR1\«1AT(2X/THE JACOBIAN MARIX IS SINGULAR, IFLAG= ’,I4)

IER = 4
RETURN

ENDIF
C START ITERATION BY PREDICTING THE DESCENT AND NEWTON MINIMA
38 DS = 0.D0 '

DN = 0.D0
SP = 0.D0
DO 39 I= 1,N
X(I) = 0.D0
F(I) = 0.D0
K = I
DO 40 J = 1,N

X(I) = X(I)-W(K)*W(NF + J)
F(I) = F(I)-AJINV(I,J)*W(NF + J)
K=K+N

40 CONTINUE
DS = D5 + X(I)*X(I)
DN = DN + F(I)*F(I)
SP= 5P+ X(1)*F(I)

39 CONTINUE
C TEST WHETHER A NEARBY STATIONARY POINT IS PREDICTED

IF(FMIN*F1\/[IN-DMM*DS) 41,41,42
C IF SO THEN RETURN OR REVISE JACOBIAN
42 GO TO (43,43,44),15
44 WRITE(*,45)
45 FORMAT(///,5X,'ERROR RETURN BECAUSE A NEARBY STATIONARY POINT OF

*F(X) I5 PREDICTED')
IER = 5
GO TO 17

43 NTEST = 0
DO 46 I= 1,N

X(I)= W(NX +1)
46 CONTINUE

GO TO 32
C TEST WHETHER TO APPLY THE FULL NEWTON CORRECTION
41 IS = 2

IF(DN-DD) 47,47,48
47 DD= DMAX l(DN,DSS)

DS = 0.25D0*DN
TINC = I.D0
IF(DN-DSS) 49,58,58

49 IS = 4
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GO TO 80
C CALCULATE THE LENGTH OF THE STEEPEST DESCENT STEP
48 K = 0

DMULT = 0.DO
DO 51 I= 1,N

DW = 0.D0
DO 52 J = 1,N
K=K+l
DW = DW + W(K)*X(J)

52 CONTINUE
DMULT = DMULT+ DW*DW

51 CONTINUE
DMULT= DS/DMULT
DS = DS*DMULT*DMULT

C TEST WHETHER TO USE THE STEEPEST DESCENT DIRECTION
IF(DS-DD) 53,54,54

C TEST WHETI·IER TI·IE INITIAL VALUE OF DD HAS BEEN SET
54 IF(DD) 55,55,56
55 DD=DMAXl(DSS,DM1N1(DM,DS))

DS = DS/(DMULT*DMULT)
GO TO 41

C SET THE MULTIPLIER OF THE STEEPEST DESCENT DIRECTION
' 56 ANMULT= 0.D0

DMULT = DMULT*DSQRT(DD/DS)
GO TO 98

C INTERPOLATE BETWEEN THE STEEPEST DESCENT AND THE
C NEWTON DIRECTIONS
53 SP= SP*DMULT

ANMULT= (DD-DS)/((SP-DS) + DSORT((SP-DD)**2+ (DN~DD)*(DD·DS)))
DMULT = DMULT*(1.D0-ANMULT)

C CALCULATE THE CHANGE IN X AND ITS ANGLE WITH FIRST DIRECTION
98 DN = 0.D0

SP = 0.D0
DO 57 I= 1,N

F(I) = DMULT*X(I)+ ANMULT*F(I)
DN = DN + F(I)*F(I)
SP= SP+ F(I)*W(ND+ I)

57 CONTINUE
DS = 0.25D0*DN

C TEST WHETHER AN EXTRA STEP IS NEEDED FOR INDEPENDENCE
IF(W(NDC+ 1)-DTEST) 58,58,59

59 IF(SP*SP·DS) 60,58,58 ·
C TAKE THE EXTRA STEP AND UPDATE THE DIRECTION MATRIX
50 IS = 2.D0
60 DO 61 I= 1,N

X(I) = W(NX +1)+ DSTEP*W(ND +1) ·
W(NDC+ 1)=W(NDC+ 1+ 1)+ l.D0

61 CONTINUE
W(ND) = 1.DO
DO 62 I= 1,N

K = ND+ 1
SP = W(K)
DO 63 J = 2,N
W(K) = W(K + N)
K=K+N

63 CONTINUE
W(K) = SP
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62 CONTINUE
GO TO 1

C EXPRESS THE NEW DIRECTION IN TERMS OF TIIOSE OF THE DIRECTION
C MATRIX, AND UPDATE THE COUNTS IN W(NDC+ I) ETC.
58 SP = 0.D0

K=ND
DO 64 I= 1,N
X(I) = DW
DW= 0.D0 -
DO 65 J = 1,N
K=K+1
DW = DW+ F(J)*W(K)

65 CONTINUE
GO TO (68,66),18

66 W(NDC + I) = W(NDC +1)+ 1.DO
SP= SP+ DW*D\V
IF(SP—DS) 64,64,67

67 IS = I
KK=I
X(1)= DW
GO TO 69

68 X(I) = DW
69 W(NDC+ 1)=W(NDC+ 1+ 1)+ 1.D0
64 CONTINUE

W(ND) = 1.D0
C REORDER THE DIRECTIONS SO THAT KK IS FIRST

IF(KK-1) 70,70,71
71 KS = NDC+ KK*N

DO 72 I= 1,N
K = KS + I ·
SP = W(K)
DO 73 J = 2,KK
W(K) = W(K-N)
K = K~N

73 CONTINUE
W(K) = SP

72 CONTINUE
C GENERATE THE NEW ORTHOGONAL DIRECTION MATRIX
70 DO 74 1= l,N

W(NW+ I) = 0.D0
74 CONTINUE

SP= X(l)*X(1)
K=ND
DO 75 I= 2,N

DS = DSORT(SP*(SP + X(I)*X(I)))
DW= SP/DS
DS = X(I)/DS
SP= SP+ X(I)*X(I)
DO 76 J = 1,N
K=K+1 .
W(NW+J)= W(NW+J) + X(I·l)*W(K)
W(K) = DW*W(K + N)-DS*W(NW+ J)

76 CONTINUE
75 CONTINUE

SP = l.D0/DSQRT(DN)
DO 77 1= 1,N
K=K+l
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W(K)= SP*F(I)
77 CONTINUE

C CALCULATE THE NEXT VECTOR X, AND PREDICT THE RIGHT HAND SIDES
80 FNP= 0.D0

K = 0
DO 78 1= 1,N

X(I) = W(NX +1)+ F(I)
W(NW+ I) = W(NF +1)
DO 79 J = 1,N
K=K+1
W(NW + I) = W(NW+1)+ W(K)*F(J)

79 CONTINUE
FNP= FNP+ W(NW+ I)**2

78 CONTINUE
C CALL FUNC USING THE NEW VECTOR OF VARIABLES

GO TO l
C UPDATE THE STEP SIZE
27 DMULT = 0.9D0*FMIN + 0.1D0*FNP·FSQ

IF(DMULT) 82,81,81
82 DD = DMAX1(DSS,0.25D0*DD)

TINC = 1.D0
1F(FSQ·FMIN) 83,28,28

C TRY THE TEST WHETHER TO INCREASE THE STEP LENGTII
81 SP = 0.D0

SS = 0.D0
DO 84 1= 1,N

SP= SP + DABS(F(I)*(F(I)·W(NW + 1)))
SS = SS + (F(I)-W(NW + 1))* *2

84 CONTINUE
PJ = 1.D0+ DMULT/(SP+ DSQRT(SP*SP+ DMULT*SS))
SP= DMIN I(4.D0,T1NC,PJ)
TINC = PJ/SP
DD = DM1N1(DM,SP*DD)
GO TO 83

C IF F(X) IMPROVES STORE THE NEW VALUE OF X
87 1F(FSQ-FMIN) 83,50,50
83 FM1N= FSQ

DO 88 1= 1,N
SP= X(I)
X(1)= W(NX + I)
W(NX + I) = SP
SP = F(I)
F(I) = W(NF +1)
W(NF + I) = SP
W(NW + 1) = -W(NW+ 1)

88 CONTINUE
IF(lS-1) 28,28,50

C CALCULATE THE CHANGES IN F AND IN X
28 DO 89 1= l,N

X(I) = X(I)~W(NX+ I)
F(I) = F(I)-W(NF +1)

89 CONTINUE ·
C UPDATE THE APPROXIMATIONS TO J AND TO AJINV

K = 0
DO 90 I= l,N

W(MW + I) = X(I)
W(NW + I) = F(I)
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DO 91 J = 1,N
W(MW + I) = W(MW + 1)·A.IINV(I,J) *F(J)
K=K+l
W(NW+ I) = W(NW+ I)·W(K)*X(J)

91 CONTINUE
90 CONTINUE

SP = 0.D0
SS = 0.D0
DO 92 I= 1,N .

DS = 0.D0
DO 93 J = 1,N

DS = DS + AJINV(J,I)*X(J)
93 CONTINUE

SP= SP + DS*F(I)
SS = SS + X(I)*X(I)
F(I) = DS

92 CONTINUE
DMULT = I.D0
IF(DABS(SP)·0.lD0*SS) 94,95,95

94 DMULT = 0.8DO
95 PJ = DMULT/SS

PA = DMULT/(DMULT*SP + (l.D0-DMULT)*SS)
K = 0
DO 96 I= 1,N '

SP = P.I*W(NW+ I)
SS = PA*W(MW+ I)
DO 97 J = 1,N
K=K+1
W(K) = W(K) + SP*X(J)

. AJINV(I,J)= AJINV(I,J) + SS*F(J)
97 CONTINUE
96 CONTINUE

GOTO 38
END
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E•••••-•·••••••••••••••••••••••4--••·•·-••••--••·•-4--•-•--•»••··••••••••--••-•-•••••+••••••••

C
C SUBROUTINE MATINV EVALUATES THE INVERSE OF
C A REAL N*N MATRIX

C
SUBROUTINE MATINV(N,A,1FLAG)
IMPLICIT REAL°8(A·H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(82,82),A1NV(82,82)
TOL= 0.D0
DO 50 I= 1,N
DO 40 J = 1,N .
A1NV(I,J)= 0.D0

40 CONTINUE
A1NV(I,1) = 1.D0

50 CONTINUE
C BEGIN INVERSION PROCEDURE

DO 180 L= 1,N
C SEARCH FOR PIVOT IN COLUMN L

P=TOL
K= 0
DO 60 I= L,N

Q = DABS(A(I,L))
IF(P.GE.Q) GO TO 60
P= Q
K=1‘

60 CONTINUE
1

IF(K.GT.0) GO TO 70
IFLAG= 1
RETURN

70 1F(K.EQ.L) GO TO 100
C INTERCHANGE ROWS K AND L, BRINGING PIVOT IN OLUMN L TO ROW L

DO 80 J= L,N
R= A(KJ>
A(K„J)=A(L„J)
A(L,J)= R

80 CONTINUE
DO 90 J = 1,N _

R=A1NV(K,.1) .
AINV(K,J) = A1NV(L,1)
AINV(L,J)= R

90 CONTINUE
· C APERFORM ELIMINATION IN COLUMN L

100 LP1=L+ 1
R=A(L,L)
A(L,L)= 1.D0
1F(L.EQ.N) GO TO 120
DO 110 J= LP1,N

A(L„J) = A(LJ)/R
110 CONTINUE
120 DO 130 J= 1,N

AINV(L,J)= AINV(L,J)/R
130 CONTINUE

DO 170 I= 1,N
IF(1.EQ.L) GO TO 170
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R = A(I,L)
A(I,L) = 0.D0
IF(L.EO.N) GO TO 150
DO 140 J = LPl,N
A(|J) = A(IJ)·R*A(LJ)

140 CONTINUE
150 DO 160 J = 1,N

AINV(I,J) = AINV(I,J)·R*AINV(L,J)
160 CONTINUE
170 CONTINUE
180 CONTINUE

DO 200 1= 1,N ‘
DO 200 J = l,N
AUJ) = AJNVUJ)

200 CONTINUE
IFLAG = 0
RETURN
END
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g•·•••-•--•••••••••·•·•••-•·•·•·•-•·-•·•-•·••-•·••·•-•·•-•••••·••«••·•·••ne-•••••-••••••••-••••-•-••••

C
C THIS ROUTINE SOLVES SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS USING GAUSSIAN
C ELIMINATION AND COMPUTES ERROR BOUNDS. IT CALLS SUBROUTINE
C FACTOR, SUBROUTINE SOLVE AND SUBROUTINE CONDNO.

E**¢¢¢*¢¢¢*¢¢¢**¢¢*¢*¢***¢¢*¢*¢¤|¤¢¢*¢¢¢¢¢*#¢**¢¢*¢**¢*¢¤|¤¢¢¢*¢*¢**¢¢##*¢*

C
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(N,A,B,X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O·Z)
COMPLEX*16 A(40,40),B(40),X(40),RES(40),AA(40,40)
DIMENSION IPIVOT(40),IC(40)
CALL FACTOR(A,N,AA,1PIVOT)
CALL CONDNO(A,AA,N,IPIVOT,CNDN,IC,AINV)
CALL SOLVE(AA,N,B,IPIVOT,X)
DO 70 I= 1,N

RES(I) = 0.0DO
70 CONTINUE

DO 4 1= l,N
DO 5 .1 = 1,N

RES(I) = RES(I) + A(I,.I)*X(.1)
5 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE

DO 6 I= 1,N
RES(I) = RES(I)·B(I)

6 CONTINUE
ANORMR = 0.0D0
ANORMB = 0.0DO
DO 7 I= 1,N

ANORMB = ANORMB + CDABS(B(I))
ANORMR= ANORMR + CDABS(RES(I))

7 CONTINUE
REUB = CNDN*ANORMR/ANORMB
RELB = ANORMR/(ANORMB*CNDN)

C WRITE(7,12) RELB, REUB
C12 FORMAT(5X,’THE RELATIVE ERROR LOWER BOUND= ',D18.8,/,5X/THE RELAT
C *1VE ERROR UPPER BOUND= ’,DI8.8,/,60(1H-))

RETURN
END
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— E•••·•••-•-••••••-•-ne••-•-••••••-••-••••-•·•••-••-••-•·•-••-•-•-••·•·••·¢·•··•·•·•-•-•-•••-•-•·••••-•••-

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE
C GAUSS TO PERFORM GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION.
E·••·••-•·•·•••-•-·••••-•·•-•-•·••·••-••••-••••·•••••«--•••-•·•••••-••••••••-•-••••••••••••-••••

C
SUBROUTINE FACTOR(A,N,AA,IPIVOT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O·Z)
COMPLEX*16 A(40,40),AA(40,40),TR
DIMENSION IPIVOT(40),D(40)
DO 27 I= l,N
DO 27 J = 1,N _
AAUJ) = A(LJ)

27 CONTINUE
IS = N-1
DO 29 IP= 1,IS

J = IP
DO 20 I=1P,N
AMAX = 0.0D0
DO 21 LJ= IP,N

RAA = CDABS(AA(I,L.I))
IF(RAA.GT.AMAX) AMAX = RAA

21 CONTINUE
SAA= CDABS(AA(I,IP))
D(I) = SAA/AMAX

20 CONTINUE
BMAX = 0.0DO

‘

DO 22 I=1P,N
IF(D(I).LE.BMAX) GO TO 22
BMAX = D(1) „
J=I

22 CONTINUE
IP1VOT(1P)=J
DO 23 I= IP,N

TR = AA(IP,I)
AA(IP,I) = AA(J,I)
AA(J,1) = TR

23 CONTINUE
NP = IP + 1
DO 25 J = NP,N

AA(J,1P) = -AA(J,IP)/AA(IP,IP)
DO 25 I= NP,N

AA(J,1) = AA(J,1) + AA(J,IP)?AA(IP,I)
_ 25 CONTINUE

29 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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E••-•••·•·••••••••-•·••••••••4-••-•-••••••••-•-•-••••·•••••-•n-•·••••••••••••••••••••

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE IMPLEMENTS THE BACK SUBSTITUTION
C STEP IN SOLVING THE LINEAR SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS.
E·•••-•••-•••••••·•••••••••••-•-•·••••-•••••••••4--•·•--•-•-•nu•••••-•-••••••••••¢••••

C
SUBROUTINE SOLVE(AA,N,B,IPIVOT,X)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O·Z)
COMP1..EX*16 AA(40,40),X(40),B(40),SB(40),BT,SUM
DIMENSION IPIVOT(40)
DO 130 LL= 1,N

SB(LL) = B(LL)
130 CONTINUE

MM = N·l
DO 40 I= 1,MM

J = 1PIVOT(I)
BT = SB(I) ‘

SB(I)= SB(J)
SB(J) = BT
KK = 1+ l
DO 4l K= KK,N

SB(K) = SB(K) + AA(K,I)*SB(I)
41 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

X(N) = $B(N)/AA(N„N)
DO 42 I= 2,N

SUM = 0.0D0
II= N + 1-I
IJ = II+ 1
DO 43 J = IJ,N

SUM = SUM + AA(II,J)*X(J)
43 CONTINUE

X(II)=(SB(1I)-SUM)/AA(I1,Il)
42 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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E•-••-•·•••-••-•··•-•··•·•·-•--•·•·••••·•·•-•--•··•--•-•••·•·•-•-•••••·••-•--•·••·••••·•-••-•·•·•·-•-•••«-•••-•••-••-•••

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE CONDITION
C NUMBER OF A MATRIX. IT IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE GAUSS
C GAUSS TO PROVIDE ERROR BOUNDS TO THE OBTAINNED SOLUTION.
E•·•·•-•·•••·••••••••-•-•-•••-•·••·•«·•-•·•-••••••••·•-•·•·•••-•••••••«•••••••-•-•••••••••-•»•

C
SUBROUTINE CONDNO(A,AA,N,IPIVOT,CNDN,IC,AINV)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O·Z)
COMPLEX*I6 A(40,40),AA(40,40),Z(40),
*Y(40),XX(40),SUM,ZT
DIMENSION IPIVOT(40),IC(40)
IC( 1) = 1
Z(1)=1.D0/AA(1,l)
DO 50 I= 2,N

SUM = 0.0D0
IJ = I·l
DO Sl J = 1,IJ

SUM = SUM + AA(J,I)*Z(J)
51 CONTINUE

IF(CDABS(SUM).EQ.0.DO) THEN
IC(I) = 1

ELSE
IC(I) = -SUM/CDABS(SUM)

ENDIF
Z(I) = (IC(I)—SUM)/AA(I,I)

50 CONTINUE
KN= N-1
DO 52 I= 1,KN
II = N-I
U = II + l
DO 53 K= U,N
Z(I1)= Z(II) + AA(K,II)*Z(K)

53 CONTINUE
J= IPIVOT(II)
ZT=Z(II)
Z(II) = Z(J)
Z(J) = ZT

52 CONTINUE
CALL SOLVE(AA,N,Z,IPIVOT,XX)
ANORMX = 0.0D0
ANORMY= 0.0DO
DO 54 I= I,N
ANORMX = ANORMX + CDABS(XX(I))
ANORMY = ANORMY + CDABS(Z(I))

54 CONTINUE
AINV = ANORMX/ANORMY
ANORMA= 0.0D0
DO 55 I= 1,N

SUMR = 0.0D0
DO 56 J = l,N

SUMR = SUMR + CDABS(A(J,I))
56 CONTINUE

1F(SUMR.GT.ANORMA) ANORMA = SUMR
55 CONTINUE
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CNDN = ANORMA*AINV
RETURN
END
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E•·••••••••••-•••••••«•••«•--unnn•••••••••-•·••-•·•·•••-•-·•·•--•••·•••«-·•·•·••••••·••·•·••

C
C SUBROUTINE BESSEL COMPUTES THE ZERO ORDER OR THE
C FIRST ORDER BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND.
S••••••••-·••••••••••••+••••••••••••-•-•••-•-••-••·•••·•-••••·-••••·•·•••••••·••••••·••

C
SUBROUTINE BESSEL(NORD,ARG,VAI.J)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O-Z)
IF(ARG.GT.20.D0) THEN
X = 3.D0/ARG
IF(NORD.EQ.0) THEN
FF = .79788456DO-.00000077DO*X·.0055274D0*X*X-.00009512DO*(X**3)
FS = + .00137237D0*(X**4)-.00072805D0*(X**5) + .00014476D0*(X**6)
TH0 = ARG-.78539816D0-.04166397D0*X·.00003954D0*X*X

* + .00262573D0*(X**3)-.00054125D0*(X**4)·.00029333D0*(X**5)
* + .00013558D0*(X**6)

F0= FF + FS
VALJ = FO*DCOS(THO)/DSQRT(ARG)
RETURN

ENDIF
IF(NORD.EQ.1) THEN
F1= .79788456DO + .00000l56D0*X + .01659667D0*X*X + .000 17105D0*(X* *3)

* -.00249511D0*(X**4)+ .00113653D0*(X**5)-.00020033D0*(X**6)
THI = ARG-2.35619449D0 + .12499612D0*X + .00005650D0*X*X

* -.00637879D0*(X**3) + .00074348D0*(X*°4) + .00079824D0*(X**5)
* -.00029l66D0*(X**6)

VAL.I = Fl*DCOS(THl)/DSQRT(ARG)
RETURN

ENDIF
ELSE

FT= (ARG/2.D0)**NORD
SUM = 0.D0
DO 1 I= 1,100

J = I-1
JNORD=J+ NORD
F11 =(·ARG/2.D0)**J
F 12= (ARG/2.D0)**.I
RIF = 1.D0
RIMFAC = 1.D0
IF(.I.EQ.0) GO TO 3
DO 2 K= 1,J

RIF = RIF*K
2 CONTINUE
3 IF(NORD.NE.0) GO TO 4

RIMFAC = RIF
GO TO 6

4 DO 5 K= 1,JNORD
‘

RIMFAC = RIMFAC*K
5 CONTINUE
6 F2= (F11/RIF)*(Fl2/RIMFAC)

IF(DABS(F2).LE.l.D·10) GO TO 7
SUM = SUM + F2

1 CONTINUE
IF(DABS(F2).GT.1.D-10) WR1TE(7,8) F2

8 FORMAT(/,5X,'DESlRED ACCURACY IN CALCULATING A BESSEL FUNCTION
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*IS NOT OBTAINED. THE LAST TERM OF THE SERIES ADDED =
’,F

15.8) «
7 VALJ = FT*SUM

ENDIF
RETURN
END
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C
C SUBROUTINE ANEUM COMPUTES THE ZERO ORDER OR THE
C FIRST ORDER BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE SECOND KIND.

EOllll****¢*¢**¢¢*¢¢**¢¢¢¢1¤*¢¢¤|¤*¢¢¢¤|¤*¢****#**¢¤¢¢¤I¢¢¤|¤¢¢*¢¢*¢¢#¢*¢¢¢*¢¢**

SUBROUTINE ANEUM(NORDER,ARG,VALN)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A·H,O·Z)
IF(ARG.GT.20.D0) THEN

X = 3.DO/ARG
IF(NORDER.E0.0) THEN
FOF = .79788456DO-.OO000077D0*X-.0055274D0*X*X-.000095 I 2D0*(X**3)
FOS = + .00I37237D0*(X**4)-.00072805D0*(X**5) + .00014-476D0*(X**6)
TH0 = ARG-.785398I6D0-.04166397D0*X·.OO003954D0*X *X·•· +.00262573D0*(X**3)-.00054125D0*(X**4)-.00029333D0*(X**5)

* + .0O0I3558D0*(X**6)
F0 = FOF + FOS
VALN = F0*DSIN(THO)/DSQRT(ARG)
RETURN

ENDIF
IF(NORDER.EQ.l) THEN
FIF = .79788456DO + .00000 I56D0*X + .01659667DO*X*X + .00OI7l05D0*(X**3)

F IS = -.O024951IDO*(X**4)+ .001I3653D0*(X**5)-.0O020033D0*(X**6)
THI = ARG-2.35619449DO + .I24996I2D0*X + .00005650D0*X*X

* -.00637879D0*(X**3) + .O0074348D0*(X**4) + .00079824D0*(X**5)
* -.00029I66D0*(X**6)

F1 = F IF + F IS
VALN = Fl *DSIN(TH1)/DSQRT(ARG)
RETURN

ENDIF
ELSE
PI = 4.D0*DATAN(1.D0)
GAMMA = 0.5772I56649D0
C = 2.D0*DLOG(ARG/2.D0)/PI
Cl = 2.DO*GAMMA/PI
IF(NORDER.E0.0) TIIEN
CALL BESSEL(O,ARG,VAI.J0)
FT0 = (C + CI)*VALJ0
SUMI = O.D0
DSUMI = 0.DO
AFACQ = l.D0
DO I4 I = 1,100
AFACO = AFACQ*DFLOAT(I)
ANI = ((~ I)**I)*((ARG/2.D0)**I) ·
DSUMI = DSUM1+ I.D0/DFLOAT(I)
TER = (AN I/AFACO)*(DSUM I/AFACQ)*((ARG/2.D0)**I)
IF(DABS(TER).LE.1.D-10) GO TO 15
SUMI = SUM1+TER

I4 CONTINUE
IF(DABS(TER).GT.I.D-10) ·

* WRITE(7,2l) TER
21 FORMAT(/,5X,’DESIRED ACCURACY IN CALCULATING NEUMANN FUNCTIONS

*IS NOT OBTAINED. THE LAST TERMS OF THE SERIES ADDED = ',2FI5.8)
15 VALN = FTO-2.D0*SUM1/PI

RETURN
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ENDIF
IF(NORDER.EQ.I) THEN
CALL BESSEL(1,ARG,VAL.Il)
FTI =(C+ C1)*VAI.Jl
SUM2= 0.D0
DSUM2= 0.D0
AFACQ = l.D0 ~
AFACQ1= 1.D0
DSUM1= 0.D0
DO 20 I= 1,100

DSUM1= DSUM1+ l.D0/DFLOAT(1)
DSUM2= 2.D0*DSUM1+ 1.D0/(DFLOAT(I) + 1.D0)
AFACQ = AFACQ*DFLOAT(1)
AFACQI = AFACO*(DFLOAT(1) + 1.D0)
AN1 = ((-1)**l)*((ARG/2.D0)**1)
TER = (ANI/AFACQ)*(DSUM2/AFACQ 1)"(ARG/2.D0)*((ARG/2.D0)**1)
1F(DABS(TER).LE.l.D-10) GO TO 22
SUM2= SUM2+TER

20 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(DABS(TER).GT. 1.D- 10)

*WRITE(7,16) TER
16 FORMAT(/.5X/DESIRED ACCURACY IN CALCULATING NEUMANN FUNCTIONS

*1S NOT OBTAINED. THE LAST TERMS OF THE SERIES ADDED = ’,2F 15.8)
22 VALN = FT1·(ARG/2.D0+ SUM2)/PI·2.D0/(PI*ARG)

ENDIF
RETURN
END
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Appendix VI: Program ACQRFTR

The follwing program is written in Tektronix SPS-BASIC to compute the rellection co-

ellicient of a sample adapted to a transmission line. A 7704A Tektronix digital proc-

essing scope interfaced to a PDP1 1/34 is used. First, a reference waveform is acquired

by putting a short circuit in place of the sample. Then, the response waveform is ob-

tained by acquiring the reflected waveform of the sample. The program computes their

Fourier transforms using the complete FFT method. The reflection coeflicient (transfer

function) is then computed from the FFT's of the waveforms by division.

This program can also be used to compute the transmission coellicient of a sample

inserted in a transmission line. In this case, line 330 must be deleted. Also, the reference

waveform is the acquired waveform when the sample is removed from the line.

10 CLOSE ALL
E

20 DIM CC(5l2)
30 WAVEFORM WX IS BI(51l),T,XS,YS
40 WAVEFORM WI IS AI(51l),T,XS,YS
50 WAVEFORM WO IS AO(5l1),T,XS,YS
60 WAVEFORM WS IS SS(511),T,XS,YS
70 WS = 0
80 LOAD 'DPO
90 ATTACH #1 AS DPO:
100 PRINT "CHOOSE THE TIME WINDOW, HIT ANY KEY WHEN READY";\WAIT\PRINT
110 XS="S"\YS="V"
120 GET WX FROM #1,'A'
130 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO SUBTRACT THE EFFECT OF THE CONNECTORS";
140 PRINT 'FROM BOTH WAVEFORMS (Y/N)”;\INPUT AS
150 IF AS= "Y" THEN l60\IF AS= "N' THEN 200\GOTO 130
160 PRINT "WHIC1—I CHANNEL";\1NPUT SS
170 PRINT ^'HOW MANY TIMES WOULD YOU LIKE TO AVERAGE IT';\INPUT NAS

‘
180 AVS = 'AVE'&NAS&",'&SS
190 GET WS FROM #1,AVS\SS = SS·MEA(SS(0:19))
200 PRINT 'DO YOU WANT TO ACQUIRE REFERENCE WAVEFORM FROM DPO (D)";
210 PRINT

”OR
READ FROM A FILE (F)”;\INPUT AS

220 IF AS= 'D" THEN 230\IF AS= "F" THEN 430\GOTO 200
230 PRINT "WI—IICI·I MEMORY IS THE REFERENCE WAVEFORM STORED IN”;\INPUT BS
240 PRINT "HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU WANT TO AVERAGE 1T";\INPUT NAS
270 AVS = 'AVE"&NAS&",'&BS
300 GET WI FROM #1,AVS
310 AI = AI-MEA(AI(0:19))
320 A1 = AI—SS
330 AI = -AI
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340 PAGE\GRAPH WI\WAIT\PAGE
350 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO STORE IT IN A FILE (Y/N)”;\INPUT AS
360 IF AS= "Y' THEN 370\IF AS= "N" THEN 420\GOTO 350
370 PRINT "ENTER FILE NAME (NO EXTENTION)”;\INPUT FS
380 FS= FS&".DAT'
390 OPEN #2 AS FS FOR WRITE
400 WRITE #2,WI
410 CLOSE #2
420 GOTO 450 _
430 GOSUB 3500
440 WI = WX
450 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO ACQUIRE THE RESPONSE WAVEFORM FROM DPO (D)';
460 PRINT 'OR READ FROM A FILE (F)”;\INPUT AS
470 IF AS= 'D" THEN 480\1F AS= "F" THEN 660\GOTO 450
480 PRINT "WI·IICH MEMORY IS THE RESPONSE WAVEFORM STORED IN”;\INPUT BS
490 PRINT 'HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU WANT TO AVERAGE IT”;\1NPUT NAS
520 PRINT 'HOW MANY TIMES WOULD YOU LIKE TO REPEAT THE MEASUREMENT';
521 INPUT M
522 FOR I= l TO M
523 PRINT "ALIGN THE SAMPLE PROPERLY, HIT ANY KEY WHEN READY';\WAIT
530 AVS= 'AVE"&NAS&',"&BS
550 GET WX FROM #1,AVS
560 BI = BI·MEA(BI(0:19)) _
570 BI = BI·SS
572 AO = AO + BI
574 NEXT I
576 AO = AO!M
580 PAGE\GRAPH WO\WAIT\PAGE
590 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO STORE IT IN A FILE (Y/N)";\INPUT AS
600 IF AS= 'Y' THEN 6l0\IF AS= "N" THEN 680\GOTO 590
610 PRINT 'ENTER FILE NAME (NO EXTENSION)';\INPUT FS\FS= FS&'.DAT"
620 OPEN #3 AS FS FOR WRITE
630 WRITE #3,WO
640 CLOSE #3
650 GOTO 680
660 GOSUB 3500
670 WO = WX
680 PRINT "WAS THERE AN ATTENUATOR CONNECTED WHEN ACQUIRING TIIE';
690 PRINT "REFERENCE WAVEFORM (Y/N)”;\1NPUT AS
700 IF AS= "Y' THEN 710\IF AS= 'N" THEN 730\GOTO 680
710 PRINT 'ENTER AMOUNT OF ATTENUATION (IN DB)”;\INPUT DB
720 RT= 10¢(DB/20)\W1 = RT*WI
730 PRINT 'WAS THERE AN ATTENUATOR CONNECTED WHEN ACQUIRING THE";
740 PRINT 'RESPONSE WAVEFORM (Y/N)”;\INPUT AS
750 IF AS= 'Y" THEN 760\IF AS= "N" THEN 780\GOTO 730
760 PRINT 'ENTER AMOUNT OF ATPENUATION (IN DB)”;\1NPUT DB
770 RT = l0¢(DB/20)\WO = RT*WO
780 DELETE WX,WS,SS,BI
790 DELETE 10,790 —
800 OVERLAY "COMFFT.BAS'
1990 DELETE 5000,5300\DELETE 10,1990
1995 OVERLAY "TRANSM.BAS’
2590 DELETE 10,2590
3500 PRINT "ENTER WAVEFORM’S FILENAME TO READ FROM (NO EXTENSION)";
3510 INPUT FS
3520 F$= F$&".DAT'
3530 OPEN #4 AS FS FOR READ
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3540 READ #4,WX
3550 CLOSE #4
3560 PAGE\GRAPH WX\WAIT\PAGE
3570 RETURN
4500 P1= 4*ATN(1)
4510 VL= CC(0)
4520 FOR I=1 TO 512
4530 DL= CC(I)-VL
4550 IF DL > PI THEN CC(I) = CC(I)-2*PI
4560 IF DL < -PI THEN CC(I)= CC(I) + 2"'PI
4565 VL= CC(I)
4570 NEXT I
4580 RETURN
10000 PRINT "ENTER PARAMETER FOR PHASE CONTINUATION (0·l)”;\INPUT Q
10010 DIM CC(512),MP(5I2)
10020 PI = 4*ATN(1)
10030 VL= CC(0)
10040 MP= 0
10050 QQ = 0
10060 FOR I=1 TO 512
10070 DL= CC(I)·VL
10080 IF DL> Q*PI THEN QQ = QQ-2*PI
10090 IF DL < ·Q*PI THEN QQ = QQ + 2*PI
10100 MP(I) = MP(I) + QQ

‘

10110 VL= CC(I)
10120 NEXT I
10130 CC = CC+ MP
10140 RETURN

Subprogram 'COMFFT"

1500 PRINT 'DO YOU WANT TO COMPUTE THEIR FFT'S (Y/N)”;\INPUT AS
1510 IF AS= "Y" THEN 1520\IF AS= 'N' THEN 2200\GOTO 1500
1520 DIM A(1023)
1530 WAVEFORM XW IS X1(512),TX,XM$,YM$
1540 WAVEFORM PX 1S XP(512),TX,XP$,YP$
1550 DIM B(511)
1560 FOR I=0 TO 511
1570 A(I) = AI(I)
1580 NEXT I
1590 GOSUB 5000
1600 TX = TR
1610 LET XW=WG\LET PX=WH
1620 FOR I=0 TO 511
1630 A(I) = AO(1)
1640 NEXT 1
1650 WAVEFORM YW IS Y1(512),TY,XM$,YM$
1660 WAVEFORM PY IS YP(512),TY,XP$,YP$
1670 GOSUB 5000
1680 TY=TR
1690 YW = WG\PY = WH
1700 DELETE A,MI,MP,WH,W1,WO,AI,AO
5000 EX =(A(511)-A(0))/512
5010 FOR 1=0 TO 511
5020 A(1+ 512) = A(511)-A(I)+ A(0)
5030 B(1) = A(I)-EX*I-A(0)
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5040 NEXT I E
5050 WAVEFORM W IS A(1023),T,XS,YS
5060 WAVEFORM WM IS AM(512),TM,XMS,YMS
5070 WAVEFORM WP IS AP(512),TP,XPS,YPS
5080 WAVEFORM BB IS B(511),T,XS,YS
5090 WAVEFORM CM IS BM(256),SM,XMS,YMS
S100 WAVEFORM CP IS BP(256),SP,XPS,YPS
5110 RFFT W,WM,WP
5120 RFFT BB,CM,CP
5130 WM = WM/2\WP = WP/2
5140 TR = TM\TI = TP
5150 WAVEFORM WG IS M1(s12),TR,xM$,YM$
5160 WAVEFORM WH IS MI’(512),TI,XPS,YPS
S 170 MI(0) = AM(0)\MP(0) = AP(0)
5180 FOR I= 1 TO 256
5190 MI(2*I·1)= AM(2*I·I)\M1(2*I)= BM(I)
5200 MP(2"'I·1)= AP(2*I·I)\MP(2*I) = BP(1)
5210 NEXT I
5220 POLAR WG,WH
5230 PAGE\GRAPH WG\WAIT\PAGE
5240 PAGE\GRAPH WH\WAIT\PAGE
5250 DELETE W,WM,WP,AM,AP
5260 DELETE BB,CM,CP,BM,BP
5270 RETURN

A Subprogram "TRANSM'

2000 PRINT 'DO YOU WANT TO EVALUATE THE TRANSFER FUNCTION (Y/NY;
2005 INPUT AS
2010 IF AS= 'Y" THEN 2030\IF AS= "N' THEN 2200
2020 GOTO 2000
2030 WAVEFORM WH IS H(512),'I'H,XHS,YI—IS
2040 WH = YW/XW
2050 WAVEFORM WP IS HP(512),TP,XPS,YPS
2060 WP = PY-PX
2070 CC = HP
2080 GOSUB 10000
2090 HP = CC
2100 DELETE YI,X1,YP,XP,XW,PX,YW,PY
2110 PRINT 'TIIE FOLLOWING GRAPH IS THE MAGNITUDE OF THE TRANSFER};
2120 PRINT 'FUNCTION HIT ANY KEY TO DISPLAY IT";\WAIT
2130 PAGE\GRAPH WH\WA1T\PAGE
2140 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO STORE IT IN A FILE";\INPUT AS
2150 IF AS= "Y' THEN 2160\IF AS= "N" THEN 2200\GOTO 2140
2160 PRINT "ENTER FILENAME (NO EXTENS1ON)';\INPUT FS\FS= FS&".DAT"
2170 OPEN #2 AS FS FOR WRITE
2180 WRITE #2,WH
2190 CLOSE #2
2200 PRINT 'DO YOU WANT TO SEND IT TO DPO (Y/N)';\INPUT AS

”

2210 IF AS= "Y" THEN 2220\IF AS= 'N" THEN 2300\GOTO 2200
2220 LOAD 'DPO 0
2230 ATTACH #1 AS DPO:
2240 PRINT "ENTER THE CHANNEL';\1NPUT SS
2250 WAVEFDRM DH IS DM(511),TH,XH$,YHS
2260 FOR I=1 TO 511
2270 DM(I)= H(I)\NEXT I
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2280 DM(0) = H(0)
2290 PUT DH INTO #1,SS
2300 DELETE DI~I,DM
2310 PRINT "THE FOLLOWING GRAPH IS THE PHASE OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION,";
2320 PRINT "I—IIT ANY KEY TO DISPLAY IT';\WAIT
2330 PAGE\GRAPH WP\WAIT\PAGE
2340 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO STORE IT IN A FILE";\INPUT AS
2350 IF AS= "Y" THEN 2360\IF AS= "N' THEN 2410\GOTO 2340
2360 PRINT 'ENTER FILENAME (NO EXTENSION)";\INPUT FS A
2370 FS= F$&".DAT"
2380 OPEN #2 AS FS FOR WRITE
2390 WRITE #2,WP
2400 CLOSE #2
2410 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO SEND IT TO DPO (Y/N)";\INPUT AS
2420 IF AS= "Y" THEN 2430\IF AS= 'N" THEN 2490\GOTO 2410
2430 PRINT "ENTER THE CI—IANNEL”;\INPUT SS
2440 WAVEFORM ZZ IS PP(51 1),TP,XPS,YPS
2450 FOR I=0 TO 511
2460 PP(1) = HP(I)\NEXT I
2470 PUT ZZ INTO #1,SS
2480 DELETE ZZ,PP
2490 WAVEFORM RR IS HR(5I2),TH,XHS,YHS
2500 WAVEFORM RI IS H1(5l2),TI—I,XHS,YHS
2510 RR= WH*COS(WP)
2520 RI = WH*SIN(WP)
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